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1
What time zone is immediately east of the Pacific
time zone?

Mountain time zone

Time Zones

2
What document signed during the American
Revolution established the United States of
America as an association of sovereign states?

Articles of Confederation

Foundations of Government

3
What is the collective name for material that is
broken down by weathering and erosion and then
transported by wind, water, ice, and/or gravity to
some place where it accumulates?

sediment

Geology

4
Many countries that were formerly part of what
empire have retained the convention of driving on
the left-hand side of the road?

British Empire

Traditions

5
Unlike erosion which involves the movement of
rocks and sediments to new locations, what is the
term for the breaking down of rocks in place, with
no appreciable movement?

weathering

Geologic Processes

6
What word is missing in this saying?
  Arteries spurt but  ---- don't.

veins

Bleeding

7
This is from what novel?
  What I saw was more than I could stand.  The
  noise I heard had been made by Little Ann.
  All her life she had slept by Old Dan's side.
  And although he was dead, she had left the
  doghouse, had come back to the porch, and
  snuggled up by his side.

Where the Red Fern Grows

Novels

8
What name is shared by Captain Hook's pirate ship
and a black flag bearing a white skull and
crossbones?

Jolly Roger

Fanciful Ships

9
What is the primary substance moved by Earth's
global conveyor belt?

water (seawater)

The Earth

1 0
What bird looks much like a crow except that is
generally bigger, has a larger wingspan, has a
larger bill, has a tuft of hair atop the bill, and has
a lower pitched and hoarse call?

raven

Birds
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1 1
What unit of measure is used for small angles
equal to 1/60th of a degree?

minute

Angles

1 2
Used with stringed instruments such as banjos,
guitars, and ukuleles, name the sweeping action in
which a fingernail or plectrum brushes past
several strings to play a chord.

strumming

Music Techniques

1 3
What legendary British missionary who died on
March 17, 461 is said to have banished all snakes
from Ireland by chasing them into the sea?

St. Patrick

Legends

1 4
Johann Gutenberg's invention would not have been
very useful had the Chinese not invented what
material in the second century B.C.?

paper

Inventions

1 5
What is the minimum number of items compared
when using the superlative degree?

three

Adjective Comparisons

1 6
What color is missing from the titles of these
songs?
  ---- Submarine
  Tie a ---- Ribbon Round the Old Oak Tree
  Follow the ---- Brick Road
  ---- Rose of Texas

Yellow

Colorful Songs

1 7
This verse is about Americans who fought in what
war?
  Though it wasn't a popular war to fight
  These proud men gave their all
  So remember these honored men who fell
  And whose names are on The Wall.

Vietnam War

Patriotic Poems

1 8
Automobile hydroplaning greatly reduces what
force between the tires and the pavement?

fr ict ion

Force

1 9
What is the chemical symbol for the substance
associated with the legends of the Lost Dutchman,
Seven Cities of Cibola, El Dorado, and King Midas?

Au

Chemistry in Legends

2 0
The Gulf War that began in 1990 was in the
vicinity of which Mideastern gulf?

Persian Gulf

War Locale
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2 1
Who is the nemesis of Lord Voldemort?

Harry Potter

Fictional Characters

2 2
The temperature range on the surface of what
planet is the most extreme in the solar system?

Mercury

Planets

2 3
What kind of triangle has exactly one line of
symmetry?

isosceles triangle

Symmetry

2 4
The Lena, Ob, Yenisei, and Nelson rivers drain
into what ocean?

Arctic Ocean

Watersheds

2 5
Produced by light reflected from the Moon and
refracted by moisture-laden clouds in Earth's
atmosphere, moonbows are practically always
perceived as what color?

white

Moonbows

2 6
In 1992, Pope John Paul II proclaimed that what
17th-century Italian astronomer had been
wrongly imprisoned for asserting that the Earth
revolves around the Sun?

Galileo

Heretics

2 7
These are among the major regions of what organ?
  medulla oblongata, cerebrum, cerebellum

brain

Organs

2 8
Apex predators occupy what part of a food chain?

top

Predators

2 9
In what U.S. state is the largest Groundhog Day
celebration held every year?

Pennsylvania

Traditions

3 0
This is the title of a biography of a general killed
during what war?
  Stonewall

Civil War

Nonfiction
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3 1
What civilization is responsible for these
structures?
  Caesarea Aqueduct
  Aqueduct of the Miracles
  Les Ferreres Aqueduct
  Valens Aqueduct

Rome (Roman Empire)

Ancient Architecture

3 2
Name the last British colony founded in the region
that became the United States.

Georgia

Colonies

3 3
Laurence Yep's historical novel, "Dragonwings,"
is largely set in what U.S. West Coast city?

San Francisco

Historical Novels

3 4
A baseball player who got 96 hits in 300 times at
bat has what batting average?

.320

Baseball Statistics

3 5
Which branch of U.S. government can exercise the
veto power?

executive

Governmental Powers

3 6
These are all endings to stories attributed to what
ancient Greek?
  Necessity is the mother of invention.
  One cannot be first in everything.
  Pride goes before destruction.
  The memory of a good deed lives.
  A willful beast must go his own way.
  Beware of flattery.
  Live and let live.

Aesop

Endings

3 7
What is the conjunction in this line?
  Although it was against the law, he continued
  his activities for many years.

although

Conjunctions

3 8
Name the traditional healers among Native
Americans.

medicine men (shaman)

Healers

3 9
What agricultural practice involves cutting a
series of successive flat surfaces onto steep
slopes?

terracing

Landscaping

4 0
The volume of a rectangular box is 330 cubic
centimeters.  If the box is three centimeters high
and the length of one side of the top is eleven
centimeters, what is the area of the bottom of the
box?

110 square centimeters

Rectangles
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1
What structures on an airplane cause the plane to
lose altitude when they are lowered or to gain
altitude when they are raised?

elevators

Aircraft Controls

2
What do the prefixes mean in these words?
  hyperacidity, hyperextension, hypercalcemia,
  hyperpyretic, hyperthermia

over (beyond, above)

Medical Prefixes

3
Name the original road that connected these and
other missions.
  San Diego de Alcala
  San Luis Rey de Francia
  San Juan Capistrano
  San Gabriel Arcangel
  Santa Barbara
  San Luis Obispo

El Camino Real

California Missions

4
What kind of animals are these?
  Prince Terrien in "Bridge to Terabithia"
  Little Ann in "Where the Red Fern Grows"
  Jip in "Doctor Dolittle"
  Bodger in "The Incredible Journey"
  Buck in "Call of the Wild"

dogs

Critters in Literature

5
These are lines uttered by what character created
by J.R.R. Tolkien?
  -What has it got in its nasty little pocketses?
  -What's this? Crumbs on his jacketses!
  -The Precious will be ours, once the Hobbitses
    are dead.

Gollum

Fantasy Quotations

6
What was the American term for the German
U-boats of World War I?

submarines

Vessels

7
What synonym for pirate completes this joke?
  In between voyages, a pirate sold corn.
  When asked how much it cost, he said a ...

buccaneer

Pirate Puns

8
What bird is missing in these idioms?
  a ---- and egg situation
  ---- feed
  no spring ----
  ---- livered
  run around like a ---- with its head cut off

chicken

Bird Idioms

9
These English words were borrowed from what
language?
  marinade, maroon, mayonnaise, macabre, menu

French

Borrowed Words

1 0
An object 600 yards away that is viewed through
six-power binoculars appears as it would to the
naked eye at what distance?

100 yards

Optics
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1 1
In addition to excessive plowing and the
destruction of native grasslands, what
meteorological condition led to creation of the
American Dust Bowl in the 1930s?

drought

Disasters

1 2
What adjective indicates the type of pressure
exerted by the weight of the air above a point on
the Earth's surface?

atmospheric

Pressure

1 3
These are examples of what kind of portraits?
  Frida Kahlo's "The Two Fridas"
  Pablo Picasso's "Pablo Picasso"
  Vincent Van Gogh's "Vincent Van Gogh"
  Andy Warhol's "Andy Warhol"

self-portrai ts

Paintings

1 4
What means of propulsion was used by these
famous vessels?
  Endurance
  Kon-Tiki
  Mayflower
  Cutty Sark
  Golden Hind

wind

Driving Force

1 5
What constellation is named for an arachnid with a
segmented body and an erectile tail tipped with a
venomous stinger?

Scorpius (Scorpio)

Constellations

1 6
Mt. Sinai is located on what Mideast peninsula?

Sinai Peninsula

Peninsulas

1 7
A pack animal is also called a beast of what?

burden

Animals

1 8
What punctuation mark completes this line?
  Mabel flogged our flagging spirits after asking
  whether we would leave

period

Punctuation

1 9
This line is from what song?
  the home of the brave and the free

Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean

Patriotic Songs

2 0
The Second Continental Congress sent its Olive
Branch Petition to what British king who refused
to consider it?

George III

Petitions
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2 1
These sunken vessels were all what kind of ships?
  Yamato, Prince of Wales, Hood, Arizona

battleships

Ships

2 2
What phrase concludes this passage that
illustrates epistrophe?
  The big sycamore by the creek was gone.  The
  willow tangle was gone.  The little enclave of
  untrodden bluegrass was gone.  The clump of
  dogwood on the little rise across the creek,
  now that too ...

was gone

Epistrophe

2 3
When the epicenter of a large earthquake is
offshore, the seabed may be displaced enough to
create what kind of wave?

tsunami

Earthquakes

2 4
What is the phrase for taking possession of a
mining claim by fraud or force?

claim jumping

Mining Offenses

2 5
Some 96% of the buildings in what major Asian
city were destroyed almost instantly in 1945?

Hiroshima

Wartime Destruction

2 6
What kind of showers are the Perseids in August
and the Geminids in December?

meteor showers

Showers

2 7
Most export revenues for Oman come from what
natural resource?

oil (petroleum)

Exports

2 8
As blood travels from the heart, the arteries that
carry it branch into progressively smaller tubes
until they reach the smallest microscopic blood
vessels called what?

capillaries

Circulatory System

2 9
Name the localized thickening that may form when
an area of the skin is subjected to friction over a
long period of time.

callus

Skin Changes

3 0
Four Chinese inventions that had a significant
impact on Western culture include paper,
printing from movable type, gunpowder, and what
navigation device?

compass (magnetic compass)

Inventions
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3 1
What writing error is illustrated in this line?
  Writing carefully, dangling participles must
  be avoided.

dangling participle

Wri t ing

3 2
There were cities of what ancient land?
  Argos, Thermopylae, Delphi,
  Corinth, Salamis, Mycenae

Greece

Ancient Cities

3 3
A syllogism is an argument that includes a major
premise, a minor premise, and what else based on
the two premises?

conclusion

Syllogisms

3 4
These World War II battles were in or around
what archipelago?
  Battle of Leyte
  Battle of Luzon
  Battle of Mindanao
  Battle of Manila

Philippines

Wartime Engagements

3 5
In journalism, "photo ops" is short for what?

photo opportunities

Mass Media

3 6
What bodies of water formed the northern
boundary of the Northwest Territory created by
the Northwest Ordinance of 1787?

Great Lakes

Boundary Bodies

3 7
These are shades of what color?
  taupe
  buff
  beige
  chestnut
  russet
  burnt umber

brown

Color

3 8
Colonial joint-stock companies were forerunners
of what kind of modern business enterprises?

corporations

Colonial Business Ventures

3 9
What category of substances are most often
ductile?

metals

Ducti l i ty

4 0
In what imaginary world are these sites located?
  Eriador
  the kingdoms of Gondor and Amor
  the river Anduin
  Isengard
  Rivendell
  the forests of Fangorn and Mirkwood
  the Shire

Middle Earth

Fantasy Worlds
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* alt
In this sentence, what one word should be omitted
to eliminate the deadwood?
  Beginning in the 1950s, NASA first initiated
  a project to develop a telecommunications
  satellite network.

f i r s t

Deadwood

* alt
Killed by strangulation at the hands of Pizarro's
conquistadors, Atahualpa was the 13th and last
emperor of what people?

Inca

16th-Century Emperors

* alt
Hail is formed when what kind of air currents in a
thunderstorm carries water droplets aloft?

updrafts

Hail

* alt
These are varieties of what kind of birds?
  turtle, white-winged, mourning

doves

Birds

* alt
If a population of 1000 triffids doubles in size
every 35 hours, what will its population be in 70
hours?

4 0 0 0

Exponential Growth

* alt
An ancient oracle promised that whoever could
untie the Gordian knot would be the next ruler of
what continent?

Asia

Ancient Promises

* alt
If eight roustabouts can set up a well head in six
hours, how many would it take to do the same job
in two hours?

2 4

Work Problems

* alt
What is the largest South American country that
did not win its independence from Spain?

Brazi l

Independence

* alt
What condition results in your biceps if you do
curls, even with light weights, over a prolonged
period?

fatigue

Temporary Disabilities

* alt
Captain Cook gave his sailors pickled cabbage and a
type of orange marmalade to keep them from being
afflicted with what disease?

scurvy

Shipboard Health Measures
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1
This is a line from what novel?
  Speaking of ways, pet, there is
  such a thing as a tesseract.

A Wrinkle in Time

Timely Novels

2
Parts of what three Scandinavian countries lie
north of the Arctic Circle?

Norway, Sweden, Finland

Scandinavia

3
In medieval times, what kind of building
complexes were most commonly surrounded by
moats?

castles

Medieval Architecture

4
Most people living in Benghazi are of what
nationality?

Libyan

African Nationalities

5
The high point in Minnesota is the top of Eagle
Mountain at 2301 feet.  The lowest point in the
state is just 15 miles away at the shore of what
lake?

Lake Superior

Minnesota Geography

6
What kind of set is formed by the intersection of
two disjoint sets?

empty set

Sets

7
To become U.S. president, a candidate must receive
more than what fraction of the Electoral College
votes?

one-half

Presidential Elections

8
Krill, sea urchins, parrotfish, and flamingoes
may be classified as algivores because what makes
up a great part of their diets?

algae

Herbivore Groups

9
The general plan or course of action of the U.S.
government regarding relations with other
countries is called what policy?

foreign policy

International Relations

1 0
What do polled animals lack?

horns

Animal Husbandry
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1 1
These are all structures in what part of the body?
  aqueous humor
  sclera
  iris
  cornea
  retina

eye

Anatomy

1 2
Mexican control of the area that became Los
Angeles ended after what 19th-century war?

Mexican-American War

Civic History

1 3
The name of what capital city is missing in this
punnish statement?
  Visitors to Cuba are usually ---- good time.

Havana

Caribbean Puns

1 4
Who is the central character in this series of
stories by Rick Riordan?
  The Lightning Thief
  The Sea Monsters
  The Titan's Curse
  The Battle of the Labyrinth
  The Last Olympian

Percy Jackson

Fictional Characters

1 5
Astronomers estimate that a million meteorites
enter Earth's atmosphere hourly.  So how many
enter every six minutes?

100 ,000

Meteoric Math

1 6
Sites on what two continents are indicated in the
first line of the U.S. Marine Corps Hymn?

North America, Africa

Military Songs

1 7
Which second cousin of Samuel Adams was a
member of the Committee of Five responsible for
drafting the Declaration of Independence?

John Adams

Colonial Cousins

1 8
Covering about ten percent of the land, what
comprises the Earth's largest reservoir of fresh
water?

glaciers

Reservoirs

1 9
Who is next in line after the vice president
according to the Presidential Succession Act of
1 9 4 7 ?

speaker of the House

Presidential Succession

2 0
Philippine natives first encountered Europeans
who were members of an expedition led by whom?

Ferdinand Magellan

Philippine History
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2 1
Name the only primate that lives on every
continent.

humans (man, homo sapiens)

Mammals

2 2
Around the first century, what empire had
contiguous territories throughout Europe, North
Africa, and the Mideast?

Roman Empire

Empires

2 3
What is the tension on a slack rope?

zero (none)

Tension

2 4
What is the probability that, with a single regular
die, you roll a number greater than 4?

1/3 (or 1 in 3)

Odds

2 5
What kind of glands secrete water, sodium salts,
and nitrogenous wastes onto the skin surface?

sweat glands

Glands

2 6
Name the morphological features that form the
deepest parts of the ocean floor.

trenches

The Ocean Floor

2 7
While extinct volcanoes are considered unlikely to
erupt again, what adjective describes Mt. Etna,
Stromboli, Mt. Erebus, and Kilauea?

active

Volcanoes

2 8
On an alphabetical list of the three branches of
U.S. government, which is last?

legislative

Government

2 9
The 49'ers Cemetery National Historic Site in
Pottawatomie County, Kansas, is the burial place
of those men who died near there while on their
way to what future state to make their fortunes?

California

Cemeteries

3 0
In a region first explored by the Franciscan friars
Dominguez and Escalante, Jim Bridger later
discovered what huge, shallow, saline lake?

Great Salt Lake

Lakes
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3 1
If you balance a 100-pound cube that is 20 inches
on a side on another cube that is 2 inches on a side,
the pressure on the second cube is how many
pounds per square inch?

2 5

Pressure

3 2
Since the lifting power of helium is 58 pounds per
1000 cubic feet, 20,000 cubic feet of helium
should lift about how many pounds?

1 1 6 0

L i f t

3 3
What kind of amphibians make up the order
Anura, a name that literally means "without tail"?

frogs (and/or toads)

Amphibians

3 4
What is another name for the federal holiday
known officially as Washington's Birthday?

Presidents' Day

Holidays

3 5
If "Richard" stands for red and "of" stands for
orange, for what does the last word in this
mnemonic stand?
  Richard of York gave battle in vain.

violet

Mnemonics

3 6
The Republic of Hawaii was established in what
year that is expressed on the great seal of that
state as MDCCCXCIV?

1 8 9 4

Roman Numerals

3 7
What two branches of the U.S. government are
involved in making treaties with foreign
governments?

executive, legislative

Separation of Powers

3 8
In 1807, what boat made a leisurely two-day trip
up the Hudson River from New York City to
Albany, thus marking the first commercial use of
a steamboat?

Clermont (Fulton's Folly, North River

Historical Cruises

3 9
In "Rikki-Tikki-Tavi," what kind of animals are
Nag and Nagaina?

cobras

Kipling's Characters

4 0
Complete the simile in this nonsense poem.
  The elephant is a bonnie bird.
  It flits from bough to bough.
  It makes its nest in a rhubarb tree
  And whistles like a ...

cow

Nonsense Verse
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1
The bullwhip was definitely among the first
man-made devices to break what barrier?

sound barrier

Breaking Barriers

2
Since the Potomac River is about a mile wide, it is
highly improbable that the story about what
colonial American throwing a silver dollar across
it is true?

George Washington

Legends

3
What is the collective name for those who invaded
England in 1066 from a region in France called
Normandy?

Normans

Invasions

4
Launched in 1957, it traveled about 70 million
kilometers during its three months in orbit before
it fell back to Earth and burned up.  Name this
first artificial satellite.

Sputnik (or Sputnik I)

Satellites

5
What amorphous material with a biotic origin is
the most extensively used solid fuel?

coal

Fuels

6
What period of European history occurred after
the fall of the Roman Empire and before the dawn
of the Renaissance?

Middle Ages (medieval, Dark Ages)

European History

7
At the time of the first U.S. census, there were
about 4 million people living in the country and
its territories, 19 percent of whom were black.
To the nearest 10,000, how many Americans were
not black?

3 ,240 ,000

Census Computation

8
One of the angles formed at the intersection of two
straight lines is 30 degrees.  What is the measure
of the adjacent angle?

150 degrees

Angles

9
With what ancient civilization is King Tut
associated?

Egyptian

Rulers

1 0
In what ocean is the Azores Current?

Atlantic

Oceanography
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1 1
These cities were built by what ancient
civil ization?
  Delos
  Mycenae
  Delphi
  Olympia

Greek

Archaeology

1 2
If you halfway submerge an empty, sealed,
one-gallon container in water, what volume of
water will be displaced?

1/2 gallon

Displacement

1 3
What creatures have the best hearing of all land
mammals?

bats

Comparative Zoology

1 4
What kind of traditional ceremony marks the
formal commencement of an event?

opening ceremony

Ceremonies

1 5
Robert Goddard revolutionized the study and use of
what kind of propulsion?

rocket propulsion

Technology

1 6
You are making 16 liters of fruit punch out of
guava and papaya juice.  If you're supposed to use
7 times as much guava juice as papaya juice, how
many liters of guava juice do you need?

1 4

Mixtures

1 7
What is the title today of the chief executive and
head of the government of the country in which the
Magna Carta was signed?

prime minister

Government

1 8
Originally, the Greek proverb was, "Camels never
forget an injury".  But, early in the 20th century,
how was this sentiment was more generally stated
in relation to a pachyderm?

An elephant never forgets.

Proverbs

1 9
In what year did this headline appear?
  Oahu Bombed by Japanese Planes

1 9 4 1

Headlines

2 0
What executive department of the U.S. government
mints all coins and prints all of the nation's paper
currency?

Department of the Treasury

The Executive Branch
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2 1
What is the last object of a preposition in this
example?
  It's a good idea to keep on good terms with
  everybody, but especially with your wife, your
  banker, your stomach, and your conscience.

conscience

Phrases

2 2
These are among the traditions of what quadrennial
event?
  a certain creed, motto, and hymn
  medals
  rings
  flags
  a torch relay

Olympics

Traditions

2 3
What burrowing rodent annually honored in a
certain Pennsylvania town is also known as a
whistle pig or a woodchuck?

groundhog

Rodents

2 4
What is the gear ratio if the diameter of driven
gear is five times that of the driver gear?

5 to 1

Gears

2 5
Among Kipling's "Just So Stories" are "How the
Camel Got His Hump" and "How the Rhinoceros Got
His" what?

skin

Kipling

2 6
Physicians routinely use activated charcoal to
prevent a patient's body from absorbing what kind
of harmful substances?

poisons

Charcoal

2 7
These verses describe what battle?
  The rebel Colonel Prescott proved he was wise,
  Outnumbered and low on ammunition
  As the British stormed his position
  He said, "Hold your fire until you see
    the whites of their eyes!"

Battle of Bunker Hill

Poetic History

2 8
This is the beginning of a John Keats poem
celebrating what season?
  Season of mists and mellow fruitfulness!
  Close bosom-friend of the maturing sun;
  Conspiring with him how to load and bless
  With fruit the vines that round the thatch
    eaves run.

autumn (fall)

Keats

2 9
These are examples of what part of a plot?
  -the Titanic sinks
  -Harry Potter comes face to face
     with Voldemort
  -the Death Star is destroyed
  -Rocky wins the fight with Apollo Creede

climax

Plot Parts

3 0
Brazilians celebrate a national holiday on
September 7th, which marks the day of their
independence from what country?

Portugal

Independence
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3 1
What U.S. Army unit was primarily responsible
for the orderly expansion of the American West?

Cavalry

Military Groups

3 2
In July of 2013, what birthday of the U.S. was
celebrated?

2 3 7

Birthdays

3 3
What term, derived from the Latin word for
father, would describe a person who provides
substantial funding for an acting troupe?

patron

The Arts

3 4
The westernmost point and the westernmost town
of the contiguous 48 U.S. states are located in
which state?

Washington

U.S. Extremes

3 5
Because of their desire to separate themselves
from the Anglican Church, the Pilgrims were
called what in England?

Separatists

Pi lgr ims

3 6
In 1802, the U.S. Military Academy opened at
what site in New York?

West Point

Military History

3 7
Reminiscent of a deep, resonant sound, what is the
name for towns of the Old West that sprang up
almost overnight when new mining areas were
discovered?

boomtowns

Old West Towns

3 8
These are all what kind of reptiles?
  monitors, goannas, anoles, geckos, tegus,
  chameleons, iguanas, Komodo dragons

lizards

Zoology

3 9
What is the first name of the central character in
these stories?
  The Great Brain at the Academy
  The Return of the Great Brain
  The Great Brain Is Back
  More Adventures of the Great Brain
  The Great Brain Does It Again

Tom

Fictional Characters

4 0
What structures are the building blocks from
which living things are made?

cells

Life
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* alt
The way diplomacy was conducted between the U.S.
and European countries changed in the mid-1860s
thanks to the development of what means of
communication?

telegraph

Diplomacy

* alt
What one word has all these meanings?
  -a unit of length equal to 4 inches
  -physical assistance or help
  -a cowboy on a ranch
  -a participant in an activity
  -the cards held by a player in a card game
  -the terminal part of a forelimb

hand

Homonyms

* alt
What figure of speech is found in this line from
the John F. Kennedy inaugural?
 Let us go forth and lead the land we love.

alliteration

Figurative Language

* alt
Because his navy was in bad shape, when
Hannibal's father, Hamilcar Barca, wanted to
subjugate the Iberian Peninsula, he had to march
his troops to the Pillars of Hercules and transport
them in small boats across what strait?

Strait of Gibraltar

Ancient Carthage

* alt
What structures on the wings of aircraft control
r o l l ?

ailerons

Aviation

* alt
This is about whom?
  He was one of the most celebrated folk heroes
  of the time.  After exploring his way through
  the Cumberland Gap, he saw Kentucky for the
  first time in 1769 and spent two years
  exploring the region.

Daniel Boone

Colorful Colonial Characters

* alt
What does a ping pong ball do when it is hit
horizontally with considerable topspin?

curves downward (drops)

Ping Pong Science

* alt
The word "ushers" is the only English word that
contains what five personal pronouns in
succession?

us, she, he, her, hers

Wordplay

* alt
Elephants, wildebeests, cattle, wild horses, and
humans are among the mammals that engage in
what activity involving large numbers of their
species running, panic-stricken, with no clear
purpose?

stampedes

It's a Panic!

* alt
Eleven years after Alexander Mackenzie crossed
the continent to reach the Pacific, President
Jefferson sent what two men to explore the
unknown lands west of the Mississippi?

Lewis and Clark

Explorers
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1
You forget about one of your hummingbird feeders
for a prolonged period.  As the days progress,
small particles of sugar begin to form at the
bottom of the feeder through what process that is
also the term for any form of water falling to the
Earth's surface?

precipitation

Solutions

2
Express as a Roman numeral the year in which the
Declaration of Independence was signed.

MDCCLXXVI

Roman Numerals

3
What word should have been used in this
misbegotten sentence about the Reformation?
  Lutherans began to meet in little churches
  with large morals painted on their walls.

murals

Art Malapropisms

4
This is a line from what novel?
  "You'd find it easier to be bad than good if
  you had red hair," said Anne reproachfully.
  "People who haven't red hair don't know
  what trouble is.

Anne of Green Gables

Red Hair

5
A terminal moraine and outwash plains form what
enormous cape in eastern Massachusetts?

Cape Cod

North American Geology

6
You have 20 cubic centimeters of a substance with
a mass of 32 grams.  What is its density in grams
per cubic centimeter?

1 .6

Density

7
What series of bones protect the spinal cord?

vertebrae

Skeletal System

8
The entry hall in one of Mr. Trump's mansions is a
rectangular space with an area of 925 square feet.
If the hall is 37 feet long, how wide is it?

25 feet

Hall Areas

9
About how many seconds does it take the thunder
from a lightning strike to be heard two miles
away?

ten seconds

Thunder

1 0
What scientific field is particularly concerned
with studying the material remains left by
humans?

archaeology

Fields of Science
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1 1
What art term means that a work is one of a kind,
authentic, made by the artist, and not a copy?

original

Art Vocabulary

1 2
What is the adjectival form of the noun "history"?

historical (historic)

Noun Transformation

1 3
Modern missile and space programs are largely
based on pioneering rocketry work conducted in
what European country?

Germany

Rocketry

1 4
Between 1788 and 1868, the British transported
some 160,000 men and women to what future
country as convicts?

Australia

Convicts

1 5
The four major components of teeth include
cementum, pulp, dentin, and what other
substance?

enamel

Teeth

1 6
Name the kind of transducer that converts sounds
in air into electrical signals.

microphone

Transducers

1 7
This is dialogue from what novel?
  "Shut up," said Ralph absently.  He lifted the
  conch.  "Seems to me we ought to have a chief
  to decides things."  "A chief!  I ought to be
  chief," said Jack with simple arrogance.

Lord of the Flies

Survival Stories

1 8
The longest uninterrupted border in Europe is
between what two Scandinavian countries?

Norway, Sweden

Borders

1 9
The flying shuttle, the water-powered loom, the
spinning jenny, the cotton gin, and the steamboat
were all invented during what period in world
history?

Industrial Revolution

Historical Periods

2 0
What is the headword in this example?
  These large ocean-going, square-rigged
merchant
  ships were slow-moving and could carry as much
  as a thousand tons of cargo.

ships

Sentence Parts
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2 1
What tense is used in this line?
  As long as there are tests, there will be
  prayer in school.

future

Tense

2 2
What is the term for the heavy drapery that hangs
across the proscenium opening and separates the
stage from the auditorium?

curtain

Theaters

2 3
What part of speech immediately precedes the
infinitive in these examples?
  Your attitude is difficult to accept.
  Cussler's novels are interesting to read.
  His Mideast policy is impossible to understand.

adjective

Parts of Speech

2 4
What early navigational instruments required the
use of lodestones?

compasses

Navigation

2 5
At the same time that the Rocky Mountain locusts
made up the largest group or flock of any animal
in North America, what single species of birds
that are now extinct comprised the second largest
group?

passenger pigeons

Birds

2 6
What memorial in Washington D.C. that consists of
56 pillars, 2 arches, a plaza, and a fountain is
dedicated to Americans who served their country
in the 1940s?

World War II Memorial

Memorials

2 7
What band of tough, inelastic fibrous tissue
between one's calf and heel was named for a
mythical Greek hero?

Achilles tendon

Body Part Namesakes

2 8
Name the process of adding blood to the circulatory
system intravenously.

transfusion

Medical Procedures

2 9
In this example, what adverb modifies an
adjective?
  Unexpectedly, the young, unknown vocalist
  from a tiny Tennessee town put on a very
  exciting show in last month's turkey-calling
  competition.

very

Adverbs

3 0
What simple two-finger piano exercise was
written in 1877 and originally entitled "The
Celebrated Chop Waltz"?

Chopsticks

Waltzes
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3 1
Purple is a binary color composed of what two
hues?

blue and red

Colors

3 2
What is the first prepositional phrase in the
Pledge of Allegiance?

to the flag

Phrases

3 3
Who created the painting that inspired these
lyrics to a Nat King Cole song?
  Mona Lisa, Mona Lisa, men have named you,
  You're so like the lady with the mystic smile.

Leonardo da Vinci

Song Inspirations

3 4
A symbol that still endures for one of America's
main political parties, what strong-willed animal
did Andrew Jackson decide was an appropriate
image for his presidential campaign?

donkey (jackass)

Symbols

3 5
Physicians have used what aquatic, bloodsucking
worms to bleed their patients or reduce their
chances of infections from wounds?

leeches

Wound Treatment

3 6
Unlike the U.S. with its government based on a
written constitution, what Western European
country's law of the land consists of many
documents, court cases, unwritten customs and
practices, and acts of Parliament?

Great Britain (United Kingdom)

Foundations of Government

3 7
Name the process used in water treatment plants
that typically involves the addition to water of
chemicals such as sodium fluorosilicate,
fluorosilicic acid, or sodium fluoride?

fluoridation

Water Treatment

3 8
The wings of penguins have evolved into flat limbs
called what?

fl ippers

Bird Evolution

3 9
Convert this ratio to simplest form.
  3 2/3 to 7 1/3

1 to 2

Ratios

4 0
In this list, what is the term for the second part of
the books' names?
  My Little Pony - Friendship is Magic
  Oliver Twist - The Parish Boy's Progress
  Peter Pan - The Boy Who Wouldn't Grow Up
  Lorna Doone - A Romance of Exmoor
  Roots - The Saga of an American Family

subtitle

Books
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1
While anteaters are insectivores and lions are
carnivores, what are sloths?

herbivores

Wildlife Classifications

2
What does the prefix mean in these words?
  astrobleme
  astrology
  astrolabe
  astronaut
  astronomical

star

Prefixes

3
A medieval athlete primarily interested in
unhorsing his opponent was engaged in what
sport?

jousting (tilting)

Medieval Sport

4
If an electric motor makes 4000 revolutions per
minute, how many degrees does it rotate in one
second?

24 ,000

Motor Revolutions

5
"Staggered six-year terms" indicates the term of
office for members of which U.S. legislative body?

Senate

Elected Service

6
In reference to the Declaration of Independence,
Benjamin Franklin warned that "We shall all hang
separately" if we fail to do what?

hang together

Franklin's Words

7
In family relationships, what is said to be thicker
than water?

blood

Relationships

8
What is the momentum of a 300-pound anvil
sitting on a 3-foot-high stand in your neighbor's
shop?

zero

Momentum

9
While "Charlie and the Chocolate Factory" and
"Ben Hur" consist of paragraphs, name the kind of
literary chunks found in "Casey at the Bat" and
"The Rime of the Ancient Mariner."

stanzas

Literary Chunks

1 0
The development of Civil War artillery was
dependent on what substance invented in
9th-century China?

gunpowder

Ar t i l l e ry
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1 1
What is another common term for the condition
mentioned in this quotation?
  "Is he all right?" Jade asked Sterns.
  "He swooned," said Sterns.
  "I know he swooned," Jade replied.

fainting (syncope, blackout)

Physiological Conditions

1 2
These statements indicate what life form?
  -Typically there are 40 million of them
    in a gram of soil and a million of them
    in a milliliter of fresh water.
  -They form a biomass which exceeds that
    of all plants and animals together.
  -Some varieties thrive in hostile environments.
  -They were among the first life forms on Earth.

bacteria

Life Forms

1 3
What is the multiplicative inverse of 9?

1 / 9

Inverses

1 4
The Dalai Lama is the exiled spiritual leader of
what region in central Asia?

Tibet

Exiles

1 5
The Gadsden Purchase was an agreement between
the United States and what country?

Mexico

Real Estate Deals

1 6
What bird is missing in these idioms?
  dead ----
  as a ---- takes to water
  ---- soup
  lame ----
  sitting ----

duck

Bird Idioms

1 7
Given that the area of a circle is 81 pi square
meters, what is its circumference in terms of pi?

18 pi

Circles

1 8
As legend has it, the history of what great
European city can be traced back to a couple of
boys and a carnivorous quadruped?

Rome

European History

1 9
What vast region of Russia extends from the Arctic
Ocean to Kazakhstan, Mongolia, and China?

Siberia

Russia

2 0
What is the name for a burn caused by a hot liquid
or steam?

scald

Burn Injuries
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2 1
Often when someone is required to perform before
an audience, the heart starts racing, the mouth
becomes dry, the voice becomes shaky, and the
person becomes sweaty, lightheaded, and somewhat
nauseous.  These are symptoms of what common
condition?

stage fright

Anxiety

2 2
What kind of houses, once widely built by settlers
in the Great Plains, were especially vulnerable to
rain damage and insect infestations?

sod houses

Frontier Housing

2 3
What character says this in a famous novel?
  Why, how impolite of him.  I asked him a civil
  question, and he pretended not to hear me.
  That's not at all nice.  I say, Mr. White Rabbit,
  where are you going?  Hmmmm.  He won't
  answer me, and I do so want to know what
  he is late for.

Alice

Novel Monologues

2 4
Given that a dime weighs 2.7 grams, what is the
value of 54 kilograms of dimes?

$ 2 0 0 0

Heavy Coin

2 5
What adverb completes this verse?
  Woodman, spare that tree!
    Touch not a single bough!
  In youth it sheltered me,
    And I'll protect it ...

now

Tree Poems

2 6
Name the inflammation of the vocal cords that
temporarily reduces one's ability to speak.

laryngit is

Swollen Cords

2 7
During what century did Napoleon suffer his
catastrophic defeat at Waterloo and Simon Bolivar
liberate Venezuela?

19th century

Time Periods

2 8
What tiny, common parasites that feed exclusively
on blood and are especially attracted to sleeping
areas may be brought into your house on visitors'
clothing, on used furniture, or in your own
luggage when you return from a trip?

bedbugs

Parasites

2 9
What is the general term for any process that
changes a liquid into a vapor or gas?

evaporation

Change of State

3 0
What repeating, three-dimensional solids are
formed when the water in salt or sugar solutions
evaporates?

crystals

Matter
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3 1
On weather maps, if D stands for dust and F for
fog, for what atmospheric condition consisting of
vapor, dust, and smoke does H stand?

haze

Weather Symbols

3 2
These are among the main characters in what
novel set in Vermont?
  Robert Peck, a 12-year-old narrator
  Haven Peck, Rob's Shaker father
  Lucy Peck, Rob's mother
  Pinky, a sow

A Day No Pigs Would Die

Fictional Characters

3 3
The summits of Gannett Peak and Grand Teton are
the two highest points in what state?

Wyoming

Mountain Tops

3 4
Behind the capybara and the beaver, name the
third-largest rodent characterized by a coat of
sharp spines.

porcupine

Rodents

3 5
A radioactive isotope has a half-life of nine years.
What fraction of a sample of this substance will
still be radioactive after 45 years?

1 / 3 2

Half-Life

3 6
What heteronym completes this sentence?
  The abandoned organic farm used to produce ...

produce

Heteronyms

3 7
What part of speech are the objects of the
prepositions in this example?
  Rozinski did most of his raving in the evenings.

nouns

Prepositions

3 8
What shape that also indicates of a kind of optical
lens describes an abalone shell?

convex (or concave)

Abalone

3 9
What element found in table salt is also routinely
used in the purification of water?

chlorine

Common Chemistry

4 0
On what island was there a guerrilla force called
the National Organization of Cypriot Fighters?

Cyprus

Guerrilla Units
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* alt
The name for what invertebrate comes from a
combination of the Latin words for "thousand" and
"foot"?

millipede

Myriapods

* alt
Three degrees of longitude equal how many
minutes?

1 8 0

Longitude

* alt
According to some, there are four basic types of
exercise for endurance, balance, flexibility, and
what else?

strength

Exercise

* alt
What kind of roots do radishes, turnips,
dandelions, parsnips, and carrots have?

taproots

Roots

* alt
What makes this example a univocalic lipogram?
  Profs from Oxford show frosh who do
  post-docs how to gloss works of Wordsworth.

It only uses the vowel "o".

Wordplay

* alt
Electrolysis of water produces hydrogen and what
other gas?

oxygen

Electrolysis

* alt
Name the ideally perfect lost land created by
James Gurney in which humans and dinosaurs
coexist.

Dinotopia

Fictional Worlds

* alt
The name of what character of American folklore
is missing in this tale?
  Andrew, a Boston man, came to New Mexico for
  a visit.  He fancied himself a cowboy and wore
  lizard skin boots, a shiny brass belt buckle,
  new jeans, and a huge ten-gallon hat.  When
- - - -
  saw Andrew, he just lay down and laughed
  himself to death!

Pecos Bill

Tall Tales

* alt
Consider a chain running from the trailer ball on
a truck to a massive immobile post in the ground.
Where along the chain is the tension greatest?

nowhere (It's the same along its length.)

Tension

* alt
What is the term for the movement of large
numbers of people such as Europeans moving to
the New World, the British to Australia and New
Zealand, Jews from Europe to Israel, and early
Americans westward across the North American
continent?

migration

Relocations
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1
In 2014, militant members of what organization
in the Gaza Strip fired hundreds of rockets into
Israel?

Hamas

Mideast Turmoil

2
What point of view is used in the Pledge of
Allegiance?

f irst-person

Viewpoints

3
In 1881, Sheriff Pat Garrett killed Billy the Kid
at the Maxwell Ranch in what state?

New Mexico

Outlaws

4
What in the heavens can be described as spheres of
gas that generate energy through nuclear fusion?

stars

Heavenly Objects

5
These titles are directly related to what
organization in American government?
  Dred Scott v. Sandford
  United States v. Nixon
  Miranda v. Arizona
  Roe v. Wade

Supreme Court

Conflicts

6
Complete this line from Poe's "The Raven."
  "'Tis some visitor," I muttered, "tapping
      at my chamber door -
    Only this and ..."

nothing more

The Raven

7
What two European countries dominated New
World exploration in the decades that followed
Christopher Columbus?

Spain, Portugal

Explorers

8
An airplane was flying westward through still air
at 400 miles per hour when it encountered a
headwind of 17 miles per hour.  What was the
plane's velocity then?

383 mph (westward)

Aviation

9
John Dingell of Michigan served continuously in
the U.S. House of Representatives since the 84th
Congress beginning in 1955 through the 113th
Congress beginning in 2013.  How many times was
he elected?

3 0

Representatives

1 0
Historians estimate that some 20 million people of
what nationality were killed by the Japanese in
the Sino-Japanese War between 1937 and 1945?

Chinese

Casualties
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1 1
What kind of organs are these?
  trapezius
  rectus femoris
  gastrocnemius
  deltoid
  gluteus minimus

muscles

Organs

1 2
An angle of how many degrees is created by two
perpendicular surfaces?

90 degrees

Angles

1 3
What moon of Saturn was named for the Titan who
stole fire from the gods?

Prometheus

Planetary Moons

1 4
What adjective describes water condensed from
steam?

distilled

Water

1 5
The object of the preposition in a prepositional
phrase is in what case?

objective

Phrases

1 6
Sardinia and Sicily are parts of what nation?

Italy

Mediterranean Isles

1 7
In 1751, the Pennsylvania Provincial Assembly
ordered the construction of a 2000-pound copper
and tin bell to celebrate the 50-year anniversary
of Pennsylvania's original constitution.  It was not
until 1835 that it was given what enduring name?

Liberty Bell

Pennsylvania History

1 8
What component of the nervous system runs from
the neck to the hip area?

spinal cord

Anatomy

1 9
This citation comes from what kind of reference?
  refuse: say no, deny, disclaim, negate, decline,
  turn down, spurn, reject, repulse, rebuff, turn
  away, dismiss, turn a deaf ear, turn one's back
  on, beg off, back down, resist, oppose

thesaurus

References

2 0
This is from what novel?
  It was not his fault he was a Third.  It was
  the government's idea.  They were the ones
  who authorized it.  How else could a Third
  like Ender have got into school?

Ender's Game

Science Fiction
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2 1
Compass bearings are given as three digit
numbers.  If north is 000 degrees, what is the
compass bearing for northeast?

045 degrees

Compass Bearings

2 2
The price of a loaf of bread was 12 cents in 1950,
50 cents in 1980, and $1.60 in 2010.  Such an
increase in consumer prices or decline in the
purchasing power of a currency is called what?

inflation

Economics Fundamentals

2 3
What two major bodies of water lie on either side
of what was once Emperor Montezuma's realm?

Pacific Ocean, Gulf of Mexico

Emperors

2 4
What American colony was named for the wife of
Charles I, Henrietta Maria?

Maryland

American Colonies

2 5
If the price of a loaf of bread went from fifty cents
to one dollar, then the purchasing power of the
dollar went down from one loaf of bread to what?

a half loaf of bread

Purchasing Power

2 6
What invention that worked something like a
strainer or sieve resulted from an invitation to
Eli Whitney to stay with Catherine Greene on the
Mulberry Grove plantation near Savannah,
Georgia?

cotton gin

Inventions

2 7
Believed to have inhabited the oceans for up to
700 million years, what kind of marine organism
whose body consists of a bell and trailing tentacles
may be the world's oldest multi-organ animal?

jellyfish (jellies)

Old Life Forms

2 8
Who is this limerick about?
  No doubt you definitely knew
  The man who so sought to pursue
    An empire for France,
    Who had a great chance,
  But was beaten at Waterloo.

Napoleon (Napoleon Bonaparte)

Historical Limericks

2 9
During what conflict was the term, ace, first used
in describing successful military aviators?

World War I

Aviation History

3 0
What word should have been used in this
statement?
  In relation to the warehouse fire,
  authorities suspect arsenic.

arson

Malapropisms
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3 1
What kind of biotic reefs develop mainly in
tropical waters?

coral reefs

Reefs

3 2
What is the collective name for the ratified
additions to the U.S. Constitution that deal with
specifics such as prohibiting double jeopardy and
excessive fines, ensuring trial by jury, and
guaranteeing the rights to free assembly and
freedom of religion?

Bill of Rights

The Constitution

3 3
What cold-blooded, smooth-skinned creatures
were the first vertebrates to live on land?

amphibians

Evolution

3 4
These are shades of what color?
  laurel
  myrtle
  avocado
  artichoke
  asparagus
  shamrock

green

Color

3 5
What can be said about a sunspot in comparison to
its surrounding photosphere?

It is cooler (or darker).

Sunspots

3 6
This haiku is about what creatures?
  Voices of the deep,
  Singing their mammal souls:
  Exulting echoes.

whales

Marine Poetry

3 7
If the driven gear has 80 teeth and the driving
gear has 20, what is the gear ratio?

4 to 1

Gear Ratios

3 8
What words complete this poem?
  There was a young girl-a sweet lamb,
  Who smiled as she entered a tram.
    After she had embarked,
    The conductor remarked,
  "Your fare." And she blushed, "Yes..."

I am

Limericks

3 9
According to the pun, what term indicating
repudiation "ain't just a river in Egypt"?

denial

Enduring Puns

4 0
What enormous airship was named for a German
general and president of the Weimar Republic?

Hindenburg

Airships
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1
When a bomb is dropped from an airplane, as it
approaches the ground, it gains what kind of
energy?

kinetic energy

Energy

2
Silence Dogood was a pen name used by what early
American writer?

Benjamin Franklin

Pen Names

3
A small number of immigrants from what
Mediterranean island organized the Mafia in the
United States in the 1880s?

Sici ly

Immigrants

4
What is the name for the cinder mentioned in this
verse?
  Thus easily can Earth digest
  A cinder of sidereal fire,
  And make her translunary guest
  The native of an English shire.

meteorite

Geological Poems

5
What generally can be said about the solubility of
a substance when more heat is added to a solute?

Solubility increases.

Solubil ity

6
What geographic coordinate specifies the
east-west position of a point on the Earth's
surface?

longitude

Cartography

7
The American colonists were disturbed by the
British attempts to impose taxes on them to help
cover the expenses of what 18th-century war
centered in the upper Ohio River valley?

French and Indian War

Colonial Unrest

8
What silvery, radioactive metal was named after a
celestial body that is now classified as a dwarf
planet?

plutonium

Elements

9
A home that sold for $28,000 in 1975 might be
worth several times that in today's market thanks
to what major economic factor?

inflation (or appreciation)

Purchasing Power

1 0
In relation to the transparency of air, what do
meteorologists define as the distance at which an
object can be clearly discerned?

v is ib i l i t y

Meteorology
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1 1
What is the maximum number of times in forty
years that votes in the Electoral College could be
tabulated?

ten (or eleven)

Electoral College

1 2
A microphone converts sound to what form of
energy?

electrical energy

Energy Transducers

1 3
"It was not that Omri didn't appreciate Patrick's
birthday present to him" is the first line of a
story by Lynne Reid Banks.  Complete the title of
that story.
  The Indian in the ...

Cupboard

Stories

1 4
A 400-pound sumo wrestler sitting five feet from
the center of a long teeter-totter would exactly
balance a 50-pound Cub Scout sitting how many
feet out on the other side of the fulcrum?

4 0

Long Levers

1 5
When measuring angles, one minute equals
one-sixtieth of one what?

degree

Angle Measure

1 6
In what kind of dancing are you likely to hear
instructions?
  Ace of diamonds, jack of spades, meet your
    partner and promenade.
  Allemande left with your left hand, back to
    the partner for a right and left grand.

square dancing

Dance Directions

1 7
What U.S. city that was the largest in America
when the country was founded became the nation's
first capital and cradle of the Liberty Bell, the
Declaration of Independence, and the Constitution?

Philadelphia

U.S. Cities

1 8
These are the basic types of what?
  meniscus, plano convex, plano concave,
  convex-concave, biconvex, biconcave

lenses

Science Stuff

1 9
In the novel of the same name, the head of what
kind of creature is named the Lord of the Flies?

pig

Allegorical Novels

2 0
In this example of spliced proverbs, how does the
first one ordinarily end?
  There is a good deal to be said for making hay
  while the iron is hot.

sun shines

Spliced Proverbs
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2 1
Name either of the world's largest terrestrial
carnivores?

polar bear, Kodiak (brown, grizzly) bear

Carnivores

2 2
In relation to their size, what broad category of
animals have the largest eyes?

birds

Comparative Anatomy

2 3
What two letters are alliterated in this line?
  I lean and loaf at my ease observing a spear
  of summer grass.

l, s

Alliteration

2 4
Because they cross the 180-degree meridian,
what islands that include the westernmost part of
the United States also include its easternmost
part?

Aleutian Islands

Islands

2 5
What geological process was mainly responsible
for shaping such landforms as buttes, headlands,
arches, badlands, sea stacks, and gorges?

erosion

Geology

2 6
What is the greatest common factor of 42 and 60?

6

Factors

2 7
Faced with the continued advance of American
forces in the Pacific, a Japanese aviator said, "I
firmly believe that the only way to swing the war
in our favor is to resort to crash-dive attacks
with our planes."  What was the name for the
pilots who volunteered for these missions?

kamikazes

Drastic Measures

2 8
What season played a role in Germany's failure to
conquer the U.S.S.R. in World War II?

winter

Failed Invasions

2 9
Compulsive use of habit-forming substances
despite their well-known harmful consequences is
called what?

addiction

Compulsions

3 0
In World War I, Bulgaria and Austria-Hungary
were among the Central Powers while Serbia and
France were among what other powers?

Allied Powers

First World War
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3 1
These are famous examples of what kind of
painting?
  Afghan Girl
  His Holiness the 14th Dalai Lama
  Migrant Mother
  General Dwight D. Eisenhower
  Grigori Rasputin
  Nicola Tesla

port ra i t

Paintings

3 2
These parts of the Roman empire were all adjacent
to what body of water?
  Gaul, Macedonia, Mauretania, Judea,
  Hispania, Lydia, Tripolitania, Sicilia

Mediterranean Sea

Empires

3 3
What simple machine is routinely used to hold a
hammer or axe head on its handle?

wedge

Machines

3 4
In Dickens' "A Christmas Carol," who is the first
ghost to speak with Scrooge?

Marley

Christmas Tales

3 5
What adjective completes this silly story?
  The male magnet said to the female magnet,
  "From your backside I thought you were
repulsive,
  but after seeing you from the front, I find you
  rather ..."

attractive

Magnetism

3 6
In what book of tales is this sentence found?
  Whoever sitteth on this carpet and willeth
  in thought to be taken up and set down upon
  another site will, in the twinkling of an eye,
  be borne thither, be that place nearhand or
  distant many a day's journey and difficult
  to reach.

One Thousand and One Nights (Arabian

Tales

3 7
What is the term for the process by which water
is passed through coffee grounds to pick up the
soluble constituents that give brewed coffee its
taste, color, and aroma?

percolation

Scientific Processes

3 8
Name either of the two most common unbowed
stringed instruments in the symphony orchestra.

harp, piano

Orchestras

3 9
If four large widgets cost $8 each and six small
widgets cost $5 each, what is the average cost of
all these widgets?

$6.20

Averages

4 0
In ancient Rome, a battered, bruised, injured, and
prone member of what profession would have been
horribly discouraged to see the emperor give a
"thumbs down" signal on his behalf?

gladiator

Ancient Rome
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* alt
In what kind of image do the edges match the
outline of a subject while the interior is a single
solid color, usually black?

silhouette

Art Images

* alt
In at least one version of the Arthurian legends,
Merlin warns Arthur that what attractive lady
was not wholesome enough to become his wife and
that she would eventually take up with another?

Guinevere

Legends

* alt
If your brother is gaining three pounds per year,
how long does it take him to gain 24 ounces?

half a year (6 months)

Weight Gains

* alt
When a number of people become ill or die in a
short period of time, they are said to be dropping
like what kind of insects?

fl ies

Idioms

* alt
Complete this standard rule about avoiding food
poisoning.
  When in doubt ...

throw it out

Food Poisoning

* alt
Primary habitat for what palmated members of
the deer family includes Russia, Scandinavia,
Canada, Alaska, the northern Rockies, Minnesota,
and upper New England?

moose

Mammal Habitats

* alt
Consider a dining room that is 16 feet 8 inches
long.  If the ratio of the length to the width of the
room is 5 to 4, what is this room's width?

13 feet 4 inches

Room Ratios

* alt
What is the abbreviation for the agency that
administers America's 20 national grasslands and
154 national forests?

USFS

Federal Agencies

* alt
The signal seen by Paul Revere indicating how the
British were approaching Lexington and Concord
involved lanterns placed in what Boston building?

Old North Church

Signals

* alt
What kind of circles are revealed when a hailstone
is cut in half?

concentric circles

Hail
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1
In what year did the U.S. celebrate its
bicentennial?

1 9 7 6

Celebrations

2
During what war were jet aircraft first used?

World War II

Aviation

3
These quotations support what amendment?
  -Disarm the people - that is the best and most
   effective way to enslave them (James Madison)
  -A militia, when properly formed, are the
people
   themselves, and includes all men capable of
   bearing arms. (Richard Henry Lee)
  -A free people ought to be armed. (George
   Washington)

2nd Amendment

Amendments

4
Name the two kinds of photoreceptors in your
eyes.

rods, cones

Vision

5
Francisco Coronado was referring to what kind of
animals when he wrote this?
  I found such a quantity of cows that it is
  impossible to number them, for while I was
  journeying through these plains, there was not
  a day that I lost sight of them.

buffalo (bison)

Coronado

6
The Cape Colony developed near what African
headland?

Cape of Good Hope

Colonies

7
In 133 BC, the Roman, Tiberius Gracchus,
proposed redistributing the lands of the rich to the
poor.  This is somewhat reminiscent of what
legendary British figure?

Robin Hood

Reformers

8
What is the name for superficial wounds caused by
moving contact with sandpaper, pavement, and
sidewalks?

abrasions

Injur ies

9
There were 1200 paddiwacks in stock in Nick
Nack's Paddiwack Shoppe on Sunday.  On the
following days, he sold 75, 50, 64, 78, and 135
paddiwacks.  What percentage of the paddiwacks
remained in inventory at the end of the week?

66.5%

Sales Math

1 0
What archaeological age began in China when
people  there first learned how to alloy tin and
copper?

Bronze Age

Archaeology
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1 1
These are what kind of musical compositions?
  Bruckner's 6th
  Schubert's 9th
  Mozart's 29th
  Brahm's 4th

symphonies

Classical Music

1 2
In what story by Gary Paulsen is young Brian
Robeson rescued after he dives to the wreckage of a
crashed airplane where he retrieves some food, a
rifle, and an emergency radio transmitter?

Hatchet

Survival Novels

1 3
If the half-life of a radioactive isotope is twenty
minutes, what fraction of a sample of this
substance will be radioactive after two hours?

1 / 6 4 t h

Half-Life

1 4
In a tug-of-war, name the kind of force exerted on
the rope by the two teams?

tension

Force

1 5
In 1588, the king of what European country sent
what he thought to be his "Invincible Fleet" into
the English Channel?

Spain

Fleets

1 6
If the product of two consecutive negative even
integers is 24, what is the larger number?

- 4

Consecutive Integers

1 7
According to Winston Churchill, while a pessimist
sees the difficulty in every opportunity, what kind
of person sees the opportunity in every
dif f iculty?

optimist

Outlooks

1 8
What powers are assigned to the federal
government in the Preamble of the U.S.
Constitution?

none

The U.S. Constitution

1 9
What is a synonym for the kick of a firearm?

recoil

Momentum

2 0
These are species of what kind of bird?
  Siberian, white-naped, hooded, blue,
  black-necked, sandhill, whooping

crane

Long-Legged Birds
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2 1
These words came into English from what
European language?
  imbroglio, belladonna, minestrone, salvo, Mafia

Italian

Borrowed Words

2 2
This is about what trees?
  Had it not existed, the expansion of the human
  race into the hot desert parts of the old world
  would have been much more restricted.  It
  provided a concentrated, sweet, portable
  energy food as well as shade from the hot
  desert sun and winds.

date palm

Trees

2 3
What is the collective name for the kind of
substances used to prevent people from
contracting cholera, bubonic plague, polio, rabies,
yellow fever, measles, rubella, mumps, and
tetanus?

vaccines

Medical Prophylaxis

2 4
In the Massachusetts Bay Colony, all men between
16 and 60 had to participate in their local militia.
Some of these men who were selected to always be
ready for rapid deployment were called what?

minutemen

Colonial Preparedness

2 5
The European tradesmen of the Middle Ages who
forged tools and weapons, beat dents out of armor,
and made iron hinges for doors were called what?

blacksmiths

Medieval Occupations

2 6
In the early 19th century, most of the eastern
part of what continent was under the control of
Portugal?

South America

Imperialism

2 7
What element is the chemical basis for all known
l i fe?

carbon

Elements

2 8
Anarchists believe that none at all would be the
best what?

government

Anarchy

2 9
What verb means to soak food in some kind of
liquid mixture before cooking to impart flavor,
preserve, and/or tenderize?

marinate (marinade)

Cooking Vocabulary

3 0
In 2013, around the anniversary of its first full
year on the Martian surface, what NASA rover
began its journey to the base Mount Sharp?

Curiosity

Planetary Exploration
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3 1
In stage layout, "UR" stands for "upstage right"
and "DS" stands for "downstage".  For what does SL
stand?

stage left

Dramatic Directions

3 2
Reminiscent of what you do with an axe, what is
the term for small waves that produce a rough
ocean surface?

chop

Waves

3 3
You have a rectangular corral with sides of x and
2x.  If the perimeter of the corral is 54 meters,
what is the length of a short side of the corral?

9 meters

Rectangles

3 4
What is the term for a group that performs a
composition for three vocalists?

t r i o

Musical Compositions

3 5
This is an example of what kind of inscription?
  Here lays Butch,
  We planted him raw.
  He was quick on the trigger
  But slow on the draw.

epitaph

Inscriptions

3 6
What is the meaning of mg/kg?

milligrams per kilogram

Measurement Abbreviations

3 7
In which body of the U.S. Congress does a resident
of a state whose population just barely qualifies
for two national legislators have almost twice the
relative influence as a resident of a state that does
not quite qualify for two?

House of Representatives

Apportionment

3 8
What constellation near Aquarius and Andromeda
is named for a Greek mythological winged steed?

Pegasus

Constellations

3 9
The name for what insect pest comes from the
Spanish word, "cucaracha"?

cockroach

Insect Etymology

4 0
What word is missing twice in this quote by an
American patriot?
  ---- me liberty or ---- me death.

give

Revolutionary Quotations
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1
On what continent did these words originate?
  zombie, mamba, okapi, tsetse, gumbo

Africa

Word Origins

2
What is the color of anthracite?

black

Minerals

3
In an attempt to grow longer string beans, a
botanist tried using several different fertilizers,
concentrations of different gases, and various
background music such as "It's a Long Way to
Tipperary," "Long Black Veil," "Long Time Gone,"
and "Long, Long Way from Home."  What is the
dependent variable in all these tests?

length of beans

Experiments

4
What is the meaning of the suffix in these words?
  endocarditis, pharyngitis, rhinitis, bursitis

inflammation

Medical Suffixes

5
One month before he was murdered, who gave the
famous "charity for all" speech?

Abraham Lincoln

Speeches

6
This is from what American short story?
  Just then he saw the goblin rising in his
  stirrups, and in the very act of hurling his
  head at him.  Ichabod endeavored to dodge the
  horrible missile, but too late.  It encountered
  his cranium with a tremendous crash.

The Legend of Sleepy Hollow

Short Stories

7
What is the last prepositional phrase in this
lengthy quotation by George Washington at Valley
Forge?
  I'll tell you what you're fighting for - something
  that has never been on this green earth since
  man first worked it with his hands, and which
  does not exist and never will exist unless we
  put it there - the right of each man to govern
  himself in his own way.

in his own way

George Washington

8
Name the young girl in the book entitled "The
Diary of a Young Girl."

Anne Frank

Nonfiction

9
By naval custom, the commander of any ship,
whatever his or her rank, is called what?

captain

Customs

1 0
What kind of bands of percussion, woodwind, and
brass instruments feature musicians who move in
formation while they perform?

marching bands

Strike Up the Band
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1 1
What words complete this verse of a George M.
Cohan song?
  You're a grand old flag,
  You're a high flying flag,
  And forever in peace may you wave.
  You're the emblem of
  The land I love,
  The home of the ...

free and the brave

Patriotic Songs

1 2
There is a 60% probability that a fish caught in
Texhoma Lake will be a striped bass.  So, if you
catch 20 fish from this lake, how many are likely
to be striped bass?

1 2

Probabil ity

1 3
Then from five thousand throats and more
  there rose a lusty yell.
It rumbled through the valley, it rattled
  in the dell.
It knocked upon the mountain and recoiled
  upon the flat.
Who was advancing to the bat?

Casey

All-American Poems

1 4
When you arrange four squares in a line, the
perimeter of the figure is twenty centimeters.
What is the total area of the figure?

16 square centimeters

Perimeter and Area

1 5
Name the dilute solution of acetic acid that is
commonly used in pickling.

vinegar

Acids

1 6
Airline miles earned through credit card
purchases can be typically valued at two cents per
mile.  So, if you have accrued 150,000 miles
through credit card purchases, those could be
exchanged for about how many dollars worth of
airline tickets?

$ 3 0 0 0

Credit Card Miles

1 7
Hernando Cortes led the Spanish conquest of what
empire in Mexico?

Aztec Empire

Conquistadors

1 8
What is a synonym for the part played by a
performer in a play?

role

Dramatic Synonyms

1 9
Name the large, showy feathers displayed by
pheasants, birds of paradise, and egrets.

plumes

Feathers

2 0
This verse is about what ancient Greek monster?
  The monster lived in the labyrinth,
  A huge maze of long corridors.
  King Minos kept it locked up there
  Behind big strong oak doors.

minotaur

Mythical Monsters
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2 1
What kind of buffalo that is found throughout south
and east Asia is vital to the existence of more
human beings than any other domesticated animal?

water buffalo

Buffalo

2 2
The prefixes in these terms indicate what body
system?
  dermabrasion, dermatitis, dermatologic

skin (integumentary system)

Medical Prefixes

2 3
Arable land is fit for what?

cultivation (farming, raising crops)

Land

2 4
These are topics in the history of what country?
  Homo erectus
  Zulu peoples
  Bartolomeu Dias
  Dutch East India Company
  Boer Wars
  Pieter Botha
  F.W. de Klerk
  Nelson Mandela

South Africa

National History

2 5
What term indicates what happens to a driver's
license when it is revoked?

canceled (voided, annulled)

Licenses

2 6
Name the impermeable, buoyant tree bark
harvested in Portugal and other southwestern
European countries that is commonly used for
wine stoppers.

cork

Bark

2 7
What fruit is central in the legend of William
Tell?

apple

Legends

2 8
What kind of imitative literary work is this?
  Hey diddle diddle
  The cat did a piddle
  Behind the kitchen door.
  The little dog laughed to see such fun
  So the cat did a little bit more.

parody

Literary Forms

2 9
What aircraft control allows a pilot to set the
power level and manage the amount of fuel being
delivered to the engine?

thrott le

Aircraft

3 0
How many flukes does a whale have?

two

Whales
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3 1
In what enterprise were these sailing ships
involved?
  Charles W. Morgan
  Kate Cory
  Two Brothers
  Nantucket
  Harpooner

whaling

Ships

3 2
Your neighbor just loaded up her retrievers and
trusty shotgun and announced she was headed out to
hunt some ringnecks.  What kind of game bird is
she after?

pheasant

Birds

3 3
What is the dramatic term for a sequence of action
taking place within a single setting on stage?

scene

Theater

3 4
Who claimed Jamaica for Spain after landing there
in 1494?

Christopher Columbus

Explorers

3 5
What title of an officer empowered to enforce
hunting regulations is also that of the chief
administrator of a prison?

warden

Official Titles

3 6
What suffix is added to most one-syllable
modifiers to form the comparative degree?

- e r

Affixes

3 7
The flag of what organization includes the image of
olive branches on a blue background?

United Nations

Flags

3 8
While the Panthera genus includes leopards and
jaguars, what is the largest creature in this
taxonomic classification?

tiger

Cats

3 9
How many U.S. senators represent states
bordering the Pacific Ocean?

1 0

Senators

4 0
What name is missing from this first line taken
from "Little House on the Prairie"?
  A long time ago, when all the grandfathers and
  grandmothers of today were little boys and
  little girls or very small babies, or perhaps not
  even born, Pa and Ma and Mary and ---- and
Baby
  Carrie left their little house in the Big Woods of
  Wisconsin.

Laura

Story Beginnings
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* alt
The name for what stage in the development of
frogs and toads was derived from the Middle
English words "poll" meaning "head" and "wiglen"
meaning "to wiggle"?

pollywog

Amphibians

* alt
This passage is about what legendary king?
  When he got home, he ordered a feast set on
  the table.  At first, he was thrilled with his
  new ability, but then, when he touched it,
  his food and drink solidified into gold.

Midas

Myths

* alt
What term do meteorologists use to describe
weather with no precipitation, no limitation on
visibility, no wind, and seasonal temperatures?

fair (fine)

Meteorological Conditions

* alt
When Martin Waldseemuller produced his first
map of the New World, he wrote this in reference
to whom?
  I do not see what right anyone would have to
  object to naming this part of the world after
  Americus who discovered it.

Amerigo (or Americus) Vespucci

Map Makers

* alt
In the region of what sea did calypso develop?

Caribbean

Music Style History

* alt
If you found yourself in Japan riding in a small
wheeled vehicle that is being pulled along by one
person, you would be in what kind of cart?

rickshaw

Transportation

* alt
Spell the term for the home of a rabbit or prairie
dog that is a homophone for a small donkey.

burrow

Rodent Homes

* alt
While hypothermia is a condition that occurs when
the body temperature drops below 95 degrees F,
what condition occurs when the body temperature
exceeds 99.5 degrees F?

hyperthermia (fever)

Body Temperature

* alt
What river separates Indiana from Kentucky?

Ohio River

U.S. Rivers

* alt
What is the name for the tendency of every body,
whether at rest or in motion, to preserve its
present state?

inert ia

Force
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1
Which of the major religions was first to develop
in the region known as the Holy Land?

Judaism

Religion History

2
What broad-billed, web-footed Disney character
was named after a Charles Dickens character in "A
Christmas Carol"?

Scrooge McDuck

Cartoon Character Namesakes

3
Who wrote this in 1775?
  I set off about 11 o'clock.  I had got almost
  to Cambridge when I saw two British officers
  on horseback.  One started his horse towards
  me, but I turned my horse and galloped for
  Mystick Road, and he couldn't catch me.
  I proceeded to Lexington and alarmed
  Mr. Adams and Colonel Hancock.

Paul Revere

Memoirs

4
Early in what novel by Ursula Le Guin does Ged,
who is also known as Sparrowhawk and lives on
the island of Gont, use his magical skills to conceal
his village in fog and save it from Kargish
invaders?

The Wizard of Earthsea

Fantasies

5
What phenomenon may be described by these
adjectives?
  direct, infrared, blinding, flat, direct, bright,
  phosphorescent, soft, fluorescent, ultraviolet,
  incandescent, luminescent

l ight

Natural Phenomena

6
What type of adjective is illustrated in the phrase,
"Herculean labor"?

proper

Adjectives

7
On an alphabetical list of states bordering Kansas,
which one is last?

Oklahoma

Kansas

8
Eliminate the redundancy from this sentence.
  Directories are issued every year on
  an annual basis.

Directories are issued every year.

Wr i t ing

9
What kind of Native American habitations are
found in the alcoves of sandstone cliffs in the U.S.
Southwest?

cliff dwellings

Archaeology

1 0
A cute little family of albino raccoons can consume
all of the corn on fifteen plants in three days.
They could eat all of the corn on how many plants
in the month of August?

1 5 5

Raccoon Math
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1 1
What massive structures that were required by
the Panama Canal are entirely absent and
unnecessary in the Suez Canal?

locks

Waterway Technology

1 2
Set during the early days of the American
Revolution, what novel ends with a doctor
repairing the protagonist's hand that had been
badly burned by molten silver, so he can take up
the musket of his deceased friend, Rab Silsbee.

Johnny Tremain

Historical Fiction

1 3
Montezuma II was the last emperor of what people
of central Mexico?

Aztec

Emperors

1 4
Who is the title character in the movie musical
based on a comic strip that includes these songs?
  Blow Me Down
  He's Large
  It's Not Easy Being Me
  He Needs Me
  I Yam what I Yam
  Swee' Pea's Lullaby

Popeye

Cartoon Characters

1 5
Members of John Cabot's expedition were the first
Europeans to set foot in North America since what
other group of voyagers did so a half a millennium
earl ier?

Vikings (Norsemen)

Explorers

1 6
What three continents have the most expansive
taiga biomes?

North America, Europe, Asia

Biomes

1 7
Claus von Bulow could never again be tried for the
murder of his wife because of protection given
him under the Fifth Amendment.  This is
protection against double what?

jeopardy

Legal Protections

1 8
During the colonial period, most of the
immigrants in Canada were from what two
European countries?

England, France

Immigrants

1 9
What are the two metaphors in these lines from a
hymn?
  A mighty fortress is our God,
  A bulwark never failing.

fortress, bulwark

Hymn Tropes

2 0
What category of creatures exploit their hosts for
water, food, heat, and habitat?

parasites

Zoological Relationships
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2 1
What is the last word in this title of the official
march of the United States of America by John
Philip Sousa?
  The Stars and Stripes ...

Forever

Marches

2 2
Name the process by which the particles of a gas
can be squeezed into a smaller space.

compression

Handling Substances

2 3
The ancient Greeks generally believed the world
consisted of what three continents?

Asia, Europe, Africa

Ancient Geography

2 4
Archaeologists have unearthed carved likenesses of
the shoulders and heads of people such as
Nefertiti, Julius Caesar, and Alexander the Great.
What is the name for such sculptures?

busts

Sculptures

2 5
Calaveras Big Trees State Park in California is a
preserve of what kind of enormous trees?

sequoias (redwoods)

Park Places

2 6
What words should be capitalized in this title?
  the man without a country

The Man Without Country

Capitalization

2 7
Which of the two characters in "To Build a Fire"
survives and heads off to camp where food and
warmth from a fire will be available?

the dog

Jack London

2 8
These were ethnic groups of what continent?
  Magyars, Thracians, Scythians, Iberians,
  Etruscans, Ilyrians, Minoans

Europe

Ancient Peoples

2 9
While Arctic tundra occurs at high latitudes,
alpine tundra occurs at high what?

altitudes

Tundra

3 0
Arrests by Mounties are mostly made in what
country?

Canada

Law Enforcement Groups
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3 1
Herminie Kavanagh published many of the folk
tales of what island in her book, "Darby O'Gill and
the Good People"?

Ireland

Folk Tales

3 2
Rivers flowing generally east from Colombia and
Peru are all tributaries of what river?

Amazon

South America

3 3
What kind of worlds are these?
  Lloyd Alexander's Pridain
  Katherine Paterson's Terabithia
  J.R.R. Tolkien's Middle-earth
  J.M. Barrie's Neverland
  L. Frank Baum's Oz

fantasy (constructed) worlds

Settings

3 4
If the correct mix for powdered lemonade is 1/4
cup for 2 quarts of water, how much mix should
be used with 1 1/2 gallons of water?

3/4 cup

Mixtures

3 5
What region that became a national park was
described by John Colter, its first white visitor,
as a place of "fire and brimstone"?

Yellowstone

National Parks

3 6
Name the synovial hinge joint located between the
humerus and the radius and ulna.

elbow

Joints

3 7
Name the physical process by which a vapor
becomes a liquid or a solid.

condensation

Change of State

3 8
The homelands of these Native American tribes
were closest to what mountain system?
  Shawnee, Iroquois, Powhatan, Catawba,
  Tuscarora, Cayuga, Mohawk, Mohican

Appalachians

Homelands

3 9
In the deadliest incident in the history of Mt.
Everest, what natural phenomenon killed 16
Sherpa guides in 2014?

avalanche

Mountaineering

4 0
Who does J.K. Rowling describe in these words?
  He disappeared after leaving school, traveled
  far and wide, sank too deeply into the Dark Arts,
  consorted with the very worst of our kind, and
  underwent so many transformations that when
  he resurfaced he was barely recognizable.

Voldermort

Antagonists
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1
These are characters in what story by Lloyd
Alexander?
  Doli, a grouchy dwarf
  Gurgi, a wild man
  Daliben, the enchanter
  Eilonwy, a talkative girl
  Fflewddur Fflam, whose harp breaks a string
    whenever he tells a lie
  Taran, the assistant pig-keeper

The Book of Three

Novels

2
What adjective describes a substance that will not
dissolve in a solvent?

insoluble

Substances

3
While dogs and housecats have become
domesticated over time, what is the term for
training an individual wild animal to become
reasonably tolerant of humans?

taming

Animal Husbandry

4
What term can mean either to produce an art
object by pouring molten material into a mold or a
group of actors in a theatrical production?

cast

Fine Arts Homonyms

5
Of the two most famous ancient Greek city-states,
Sparta evolved into a militaristic state while the
other one evolved into a democracy.  Name it.

Athens

Ancient Greece

6
What is the term for an object's gravitationally
curved path around a point in space?

orb i t

Particular Paths

7
Rockets designed to place objects in orbit usually
consist of multiple parts, each containing its own
engines and propellant.  What is the name for
these parts?

stages

Rockets

8
In the song, "I've Been Working on the Railroad,"
what stringed musical instrument is mentioned in
the lyrics?

banjo

Folk Songs

9
In general, sunglasses mainly provide protection
from what kind of invisible radiation?

ultraviolet radiation

Eye Protection

1 0
In "The Pigman," what is the actual surname of the
lonely old man befriended by John and Lorraine?

Pignati

Novels
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1 1
Commonly found in the region of volcanically
active regions, what is issued from hydrothermal
vents?

water (hot water)

Volcanism

1 2
Ireland is divided between the Republic of Ireland
which encompasses about five sixths of the island
and Northern Ireland which is part of what other
country?

United Kingdom (Great Britain)

Ireland

1 3
In the series of books by Rick Riordan, Percy
Jackson's brother, Tyson, is what kind of
monster?

cyclops

Percy Jackson

1 4
At your backyard feeder, a hummingbird drinks
.01 ounce in each meal and averages at least five
meals per hour.  In twelve hours of daylight, one
hummingbird consumes a minimum of how much
food?

.6 ounce

Hummingbird Math

1 5
These are examples of what form of nonfiction?
  John C. Calhoun: American Portrait
  The Life and Times of Cotton Mather
  Luce and His Empire
  Robert Frost: The Years of Triumph
  Elvis: The Final Years

biography

Literature

1 6
Bert and Ernie had 24 Big Bird feathers in the
ratio of 3 to 5.  After Ernie gave the Cookie
Monster 8 of his feathers, what was the ratio of
Bert's feathers to Ernie's feathers then?

9 to 7

Ratio Problems

1 7
These excerpts are from what part of a book?
  Lamott, Anne. "Bird by Bird: Some Instructions
    on Writing and Life," New York: Anchor Books,
    1995.
  Gordon, Karen Elizabeth.  "The Transitive
    Vampire: A Handbook of Grammar," New York:
    Cahill, 1985

bibliography

Book Parts

1 8
In 1915, Thomas Watson and what inventor
conducted the first telephone conversation between
New York and San Francisco?

Alexander Bell

Historic Communications

1 9
Under the right circumstances, a certain kind of
bacteria can reproduce four times per hour.  How
many generations of bacteria are possible in a
ten-day period?

9 6 0

Bacteria Reproduction

2 0
What substance produced by poisonous snakes is
essentially a highly modified saliva containing
zootoxins used to immobilize and digest prey?

venom

Snakes
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2 1
This quotation by Michelangelo is about what art
form?
  The greatest artist does not have any concept
  which a single piece of marble does not itself
  contain within its excess, though only a hand
  that obeys the intellect can discover it.

sculpture

Art Forms

2 2
What compound word is formed from a
combination of the gerund form of the verb "wash"
and "white"?

whitewashing

Gerunds

2 3
Another name for a caravan of animals and men
traversing some part of the Sahara with a load of
goods is a camel what?

camel train

Desert Transportation

2 4
Since the Battle of the Little Bighorn occurred
while the U.S. was celebrating its centennial, in
what year did this battle occur?

1 8 7 6

Custer's Last Stand

2 5
The tropics include warm equatorial regions of the
Earth that lie between what two tropics?

Tropic of Cancer, Tropic of Capricorn

Latitudes

2 6
If the U.S. abandoned the Electoral College, which
Pacific Coast state would have, by far, the least
influence in a presidential election?

Alaska

The Electoral College

2 7
What is the term for the rocky layer of the Earth
that comprises the continents and ocean basins?

crust

The Earth

2 8
In relation to first aid, what is a synonym for a
l i t t e r?

stretcher

First Aid Synonyms

2 9
You bought thirty bracelets from a distributor for
$2 each, and the distributor threw in five extra
bracelets at no additional charge.  If you then sold
all the bracelets for $5 each, what was your
prof i t?

$ 1 1 5

Commerce Calculations

3 0
This is a verse from a poem about what pasttime?
  Next, pouch must not fail,
  Stuff'd as full as a mail,
    With wax, crewels, silks, hair,
    furs and feathers
  To make several flies,
  For the several skies,
    That shall kill in despite of all weathers.

fishing (angling)

Poetic Pastimes
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3 1
What character in "The Wind in the Willows" is
the foil to Mr. Toad?

Mr. Badger

Foils

3 2
According to legend, the Italian city of Rome can be
traced back to two orphans and what kind of
carnivorous quadruped?

wolf

City Legends

3 3
What word can be added to the beginning of these
words to make compound words?
  work
  land
  body
  owner
  made
  coming
  sick

home

Compound Words

3 4
What is illustrated in all these examples?
  -the spread of tea molecules from a tea bag
   throughout a cup of hot water
  -the smoke from a campfire disappearing
   into the air
  -carbon dioxide escaping from an open
   can of soda
  -the smell of perfume in the back of a room
   soon after a lady wearing it enters the front

diffusion

Solutions

3 5
Right wing is to conservative as left wing is to
what?

l iberal

Political Analogies

3 6
What condition occurs when your body loses more
liquid that it takes in and therefore does not have
enough water and other fluids to carry out its
normal functions?

dehydration

Physiological Problems

3 7
What two planets have no moons?

Mercury, Venus

Planets

3 8
In whose locker are the Hood, Lusitania,
Bismarck, and Titanic?

Davy Jones' locker

Ships

3 9
What is the collective name for any limb or organ
attached to the body of an insect by a joint?

appendage

Insects

4 0
What enormous dam that backs up the waters of
the Yangzte River was completed in 2012?

Three Gorges Dam

Dams
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* alt
What two words should have been used in this
statement?
  The two types of electrical circuits are perilous
  and serious.

parallel, series

Electricity Malapropisms

* alt
Solve this equation for x.
  3x + x = 36

x = 9

Linear Equations

* alt
You drove 300 miles in 4 hours.  If you had driven
15 miles per hour slower, how long would the
trip have taken?

5 hours

Distance Problems

* alt
In 1958, there were 10,710 nuclear weapons
worldwide.  When the Limited Test Ban Treaty was
signed in 1963, that number had increased by
220 percent to what?

23 ,562

Nuclear Math

* alt
Often called "the roof of the world," what is the
largest and highest plateau on our planet?

Tibetan Plateau

Landforms

* alt
What are the first five words in the rhyme in
which a horseshoe is lost, a knight is lost, a battle
is lost, and a kingdom is lost?

For want of a nail

Proverbial Rhymes

* alt
What is the largest river that flows through part
of Utah?

Colorado River

Utah

* alt
Yosemite National Park is located in what
mountain range?

Sierra Nevada

Parks

* alt
What is the exact opposite of a compass heading of
190 degrees?

10 degrees

Compass Bearings

* alt
How many more votes in the U.S. Senate does
California have than Montana?

none (they each have two)

Congress
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1
What is the name for the ordered,
three-dimensional patterns that characterize such
substances as pyrite, table salt, quartz,
snowflakes, gypsum, hoarfrost, and amethyst?

crystals (or lattice)

Matter

2
What is the term for these kinds of behavioral
patterns?
  -a baby kangaroo climbs into its mom's pouch
  -the act of shaking water from fur
  -newborn turtles find their way to the sea
  -birds build nests
  -spiders spin webs
  -caterpillars make cocoons

instincts

Animal Psychology

3
What kind of precipitation causes paint to peel,
steel structures to corrode, stone statues to erode,
and trees to be more susceptible to disease?

acid rain

Precipitation

4
What country 1920 kilometers away is
Australia's nearest neighbor to the east?

New Zealand

Neighbors

5
This poem is about what race of elves?
  With luck of the shamrock,
  On mischief, they have a lock.
  Let not their size deceive.
  Discontent they can weave.
  Sporting a derby of green,
  Quick wits keep them keen.
  To hold them is for naught,
  But grant a wish if caught.

leprechauns

Folklore

6
These are cities of what U.S. state?
  Evansville, Fort Wayne, Muncie,
  Bloomington, South Bend

Indiana

Cities

7
According to a U.N. Convention, all states, whether
coastal or landlocked, have the rights to navigate,
overfly, lay submarine cables, build artificial
islands, fish, and conduct research outside
national territorial waters.  These rights are
collectively known as freedom of what?

the seas

United Nations Agreements

8
The term "jovial" is derived from the name of
what Roman god?

Jupiter (Jove)

Etymology

9
Why is the myth about Prester John having a robe
made of salamander hair impossible?

Salamanders have no hair.

Zoological Legends

1 0
People from the northern U.S. who travel south to
spend their winters in the Sun Belt are sometimes
called what kind of birds?

snowbirds

American Slang
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1 1
In 1958, the U.S. established NASA and entered the
space race with what other nation?

Soviet Union (U.S.S.R.)

Competitors

1 2
The independent clauses in a compound sentence
are separated by a colon, a semicolon, or by what
other punctuation mark?

comma

Sentence Punctuation

1 3
Historical records show that, at least on a few
occasions, pirates forced prisoners to step beyond
the end of a board extended over the side of the
ship.  Name this practice.

walking the plank

Pirate Punishments

1 4
Name the fabulous fictional vessel directly related
to this quote.
  Nemo pointed to this prodigious heap
  of shellfish, and I saw that these mines
  were genuinely inexhaustible, since
  nature's creative powers are greater
  than man's destructive instincts.

Nautilus

Vessels in Novels

1 5
These are unfounded conceptions about what kind
of storms?
  -a greenish sky predicts them
  -opening windows will reduce their damage
  -overpasses provide adequate shelter
    from them

tornadoes

Mistaken Myths

1 6
If the driven gear has 75 teeth and the driver gear
has 25 teeth, what is the gear ratio?

3 to 1

Gear Ratios

1 7
Arthropods can smell, hear, and touch through
what paired appendages on their heads?

antennae (feelers)

Arthropods

1 8
In the "Inkheart" trilogy, what is Inkheart?

a book

Trilogies

1 9
What spectacular natural scenic wonder that
would eventually become a U.S. national park was
first seen by Europeans through the eyes of
Francisco Coronado's expedition?

Grand Canyon

Vistas

2 0
What kind of technology involves the manipulation
of matter on an atomic and molecular scale?

nanotechnology

Technology
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2 1
What can you do to a viscous liquid to increase the
attraction between molecules and reduce the flow
rate?

Cool it.

Viscosity

2 2
Which branch of U.S. government has these among
its powers?
  -declaring states of emergency
  -granting reprieves and pardons
  -vetoing legislation
  -making appointments to the federal judiciary

executive branch

Branches of Government

2 3
What homophone completes this sentence?
  The bandage was wound around the ...

wound

Homophones

2 4
What metallic element is in ferroalloys?

i ron

Metals

2 5
In 1488, the Portuguese rounded the southern tip
of Africa.  Ten years later, what explorer headed
the expedition that sailed from Portugal to the
Indian subcontinent?

Vasco da Gama

World Exploration

2 6
What word should have been used in this actual
newspaper headline?
  Illiteracy an Obstable, Study Finds

obstacle

Spelling Gaffes

2 7
Express the Roman numeral XIV as a binary
numeral.

1 1 1 0

Binary Math

2 8
The city of New Orleans became U.S. property as a
result of what real estate deal?

Louisiana Purchase

New Orleans

2 9
What is the total number of ventricles and atria in
a human heart?

4

Anatomy

3 0
Computer chips are made mostly from what
semiconductive metalloid?

silicon

Computers
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3 1
This describes the plot of a story concerning what
central, villainous character?
  Shortly after his marriage, he must leave on a
  trip and he gives the keys of the castle to his
  new wife, telling her to do what she likes but
  not to enter a certain room.  Of course, she
  enters it and finds the murdered bodies of her
  husband's former wives.

Bluebeard

Tales

3 2
Someone who owns an island in the Florida Keys, a
ranch in Wyoming, a summer home in Maine, and
a winter home in Arizona, could register to vote in
national elections in how many precincts?

1

Voting Rights

3 3
What form of wordplay is illustrated by the
applicant for a zookeeper job who was rejected
because his koalafications were completely
irrelephant?

pun

Wordplay

3 4
What is the term for these kinds of beliefs?
  Sailors wearing earrings cannot drown.
  Cold hands mean a warm heart.
  Death is near when a dog howls.
  Dropping a dishcloth portends bad luck.
  A cricket in the house brings good luck.

superstitions

Psychology

3 5
What is the westernmost U.S. state with land on
the Gulf Coastal Plain?

Texas

U.S. Regions

3 6
What word is modified by the adverb in this line?
  The coyote watched the prairie dog closely.

watched

Modifiers

3 7
Name the process of removing impurities from
metal ores or petroleum.

refining

Industrial Processes

3 8
The decibel is used to measure sound intensity and
was named after what American inventor who first
demonstrated the electrical transmission of
speech?

Alexander Graham Bell

Scientific Measurement

3 9
On a compass, what is the greater number of
degrees between headings of NNE and ESE?

2 7 0

Compass Readings

4 0
Name any African country with a name beginning
with the letter "T".

Tanzania, Togo, Tunisia

Africa
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1
What common, flattened, wormlike arthropods
with bodies composed of many segments use
modified legs called forcipules to inject venom?

centipedes

Venom Injection

2
The body of what animal was sculpted with the
head of a human on ancient Egyptian sphinxes?

l ion

Ancient Sculptures

3
What two U.S. states offered a 10 miles square
area along the Potomac River for the
establishment of a federal town to be the new seat
of U.S. government?

Maryland, Virginia

Federal Facilities

4
Malnutrition along with typhus, smallpox,
dysentery, typhoid, and pneumonia were among
the afflictions suffered by George Washington's
troops when they bivouacked in what Pennsylvania
valley during the winter of 1777-1778?

Valley Forge

Horrid Winters

5
In the Harry Potter stories, what fictional disease
covers the victim in purple blisters and renders
them unable to speak?

spattergroit

Fictional Diseases

6
In "Tuck Everlasting", Winnie decides to not drink
from the bottle of water from the magical spring,
and, instead, pours it on what kind of amphibian?

toad

Novels of Immortality

7
On an alphabetical list of Canadian provinces,
which is first?

Alberta

Canada

8
What is the archaeological term for exposing an
ancient site by careful and systematic digging?

excavation

Archaeology

9
What Mexican peninsula was discovered in the
early 16th century when Francisco Hernandez de
Cordoba's expedition sailed west from Cuba?

Yucatan Peninsula

Peninsulas

1 0
During the Middle Ages, name the kind of
associations, the members of any one of which
might have been candlemakers, painters, bakers,
leatherworkers, cobblers, masons, weavers, or
armorers.

guilds

Medieval Organizations
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1 1
What body of water is the world's largest carbon
sink?

Pacific Ocean

Carbon

1 2
What word is used most frequently in the chorus
of "The Battle Hymn of the Republic"?

glory

Song Lyrics

1 3
What is the common term for the conversion of a
liquid to a gas when bubbles of gas form within the
liquid?

boiling

Change of State

1 4
Which of the major types of renewable energy is
missing from this list?
  hydro
  biomass
  geothermal
  wind

solar

Renewable Energy

1 5
This excerpt is about what nation?
  Still the largest country in the world - and
  growing again.

Russia

Geography

1 6
From 1945 through about 1991, the countries on
the east side of the Iron Curtain were dominated or
influenced by what other nation?

U.S.S.R. (Soviet Union)

European Divisions

1 7
To warm themselves up, some hunters climbed
into their camper and lit the burners of the
propane stove.  They died soon afterward from the
effects of what colorless, odorless gas?

carbon monoxide

Poisoning

1 8
These prose works all fit into what literary
genre?
  Economics in One Lesson
  The Frontier in American History
  The Autobiography of Mark Twain
  Objectivism: The Philosophy of Ayn Rand
  The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich

nonfiction

Prose

1 9
Sonar depends upon the transmission and
reception of what kind of waves?

sound waves

Marine Technology

2 0
In relation to athletics, what is a synonym for
stamina?

endurance (fortitude)

Athletic Training
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2 1
What kind of painting might depict a grove of
aspens in a meadow with imposing, snow-covered
mountains in the background?

landscape

Paintings

2 2
These verses concern what legendary creature?
  Tibetan monks share colorful lore
  Taking wide-eyed listeners from a valley floor
  To peaks in the sentinel Himalayas
  So how could such holy men's tales betray us?
  A dark, furry creature's outline has been seen
  Startling climbers on mountains so serene
  Leaving bipedal footprints on pristine snow.

yeti (Bigfoot, abominable snowman)

Creature Poetry

2 3
What word completes this passage illustrating
epistrophe?
  Youth is not enough.  And love is not enough.
  And success is not enough.  And if we could
  achieve it, enough would not be ...

enough

Literary Techniques

2 4
What kind of cells are the major component of
gray matter?

neurons (nerves)

Cells

2 5
What body in the solar system has an effect on
Earth's tides that is about 2.2 times less than that
of the Moon?

the Sun

Tides

2 6
What stone artifact discovered by Pierre Bouchard
in 1799 unlocked the hieroglyphic code and
enabled archaeologists to begin to understand
details of some 3000 years of Egyptian history?

Rosetta Stone

Artifacts

2 7
Cardiologists, endocrinologists, hematologists,
radiologists, neurologists, and dermatologists are
a few of the many health providers known as
medical what?

specialists

Health Providers

2 8
What type of decimal is represented by the
fraction 1/7?

repeating decimal

Decimals

2 9
What kind of art works are these?
  Donatello's "David"
  The Discus Thrower
  Rodin's "The Kiss"
  The Lady Justice
  Michelangelo's "Pieta"
  The Venus de Milo

sculptures

Art Works

3 0
According to Rick Riordan, the father of Percy
Jackson is what Greek god of the sea?

Poseidon

Fictional Characters
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3 1
In 1775, two lanterns hung from Boston's North
Church indicated that the British were going to do
what?

attack by sea

American Revolution

3 2
What is the probability of landing on and even
number after spinning a spinner above 7 equal
sectors numbered 1 through 7?

3/7 (or 3 in 7)

Probabil ity

3 3
Built on the site of an edifice destroyed by
terrorists, in what city would you find the tallest
building in the Western Hemisphere?

New York City

Buildings

3 4
In the U.S., the "red states" are those that
typically vote for candidates of what political
party?

Republican

Political Slang

3 5
What relatively common sensation occurs when
stability and spatial perception are disturbed by
an inadequate blood supply to the brain, a loss of
visual cues, or disorders of the inner ear?

dizziness

Sensations

3 6
These are characteristics of what biome?
  -inhabited largely by migrating animals
  -plant life mostly lichens and mosses
  -permafrost soil

tundra

Biomes

3 7
In "The Secret Garden", Mary Lennox lived in what
country before a cholera epidemic killed her
parents and she moved to England?

India

Novels

3 8
What animal with a name beginning with "W" has
a pouch?

wombat (wallaby)

Animals

3 9
Probably due to his hair color, the Viking Erik
Thorvaldsson was given what enduring epithet?

Eric the Red

Vikings

4 0
The airship developed by Count Ferdinand von
Zeppelin was vulnerable to explosion because it
was filled with what gas?

hydrogen

Aviation History
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* alt
The mouths of these rivers are in what body of
water?
  Sabine
  Trinity
  Nueces
  Brazos

Gulf of Mexico

U.S. Rivers

* alt
If the driver gear is moving counterclockwise, in
what direction does the driven gear turn?

clockwise

Gears

* alt
Liver spots, otherwise known as age spots,
actually have nothing whatever to do with the
liver.  Instead, like freckles, they largely result
from prolonged exposure to what?

the Sun (sunlight, UV rays)

Skin Problems

* alt
During World War II, the men in charge of
Bergen-Belsen, Ravensbruck, and Sobibor were
members of what political party?

Nazi

Commandants

* alt
Structures such as the menhir in Sardinia, the
moai of Easter Island, and Stonehenge in Britain
incorporate very large stones known as what kind
of "liths"?

megaliths

Monuments

* alt
Whenever virga occurs, rain is changed from a
liquid form to what other state of matter?

gas (vapor)

Virga

* alt
What kind of mountains are these?
   Paricutin, Thera, Nevado del Ruiz, Mt. Fuji

volcanoes (volcanic)

Geologic Sites

* alt
In 2013, after about a year in office, Mohammed
Morsi was removed by the military from the
presidency of what country?

Egypt

Deposed Leaders

* alt
Shortly after the ratification of the U.S.
Constitution in 1788, Congress voted to establish
the temporary seat of the new U.S. government in
what city?

New York

Federal Cities

* alt
What term for a piece of material used to make a
mosaic sounds a lot like the term for "a wrinkle in
time" in a novel by Madeleine L'Engle?

tessera

Literary Art Materials
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1
These lines are from a song named for what figure
of speech?
  A sound in my head that I can't describe.
  It's sort of whack, whir, wheeze, whine,
  Sputter, splat, squirt, scrape,
  Clink, clank, clunk, clatter,
  Crash, bang, beep, buzz,
  Ring, rip, roar, retch

onomatopoeia

Song Titles

2
Shivering and shuddering are physiological
responses to what environmental condition?

cold

Physiological Responses

3
Which of the two eastern Asian countries that
were divided into separate nations after World
War II remains divided?

Korea (South and North Korea)

Disunity

4
The name for what article of clothing is missing in
this statement?
  Never make fun of a Scotsman's traditional
  garb because you could get ---- that way.

k i l t

British Wordplay

5
No tornado has ever been observed on what
continent?

Antarctica

Storms

6
What is the colloquial term for a tornado?

twister (cyclone)

Storms

7
What is the term for a candidate who has been
selected by a political party to run in a general
election?

nominee

Elections

8
What is the term for the heading at the top of a
business letter that usually includes the name and
address of the organization and perhaps a logo?

letterhead

Business Letters

9
What man, who in 1835 received a patent in
Europe for his revolver, received a similar patent
in the U.S. a year later?

Samuel Colt

Inventors

1 0
What archipelago containing some 57 volcanoes is
in the northern part of the Pacific Ring of Fire?

Aleutians

Islands
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1 1
What substance may comprise up to 90% of the
total mass of a cactus?

water

Cacti

1 2
Legends once circulated of a unicorn-like animal
that swam in the sea.  This legend turned out to be
based on what kind of whale?

narwhal

Arctic Animals

1 3
How many cubic inches of water will spill over
the sides of a full barrel if you place a bowling
ball in it with a volume of 268 cubic inches?

268 cubic inches

Displacement

1 4
Anything that is readily available is said to cost
how much for a dozen?

a dime

Idioms

1 5
What is the title of the chief executive in a
parliamentary system of government?

prime minister (premier)

Officials

1 6
Pythons, anacondas, boas, and kingsnakes lack
what kind of teeth that cobras, copperheads,
cottonmouths, and adders have?

fangs

Snakes

1 7
Name the colony that was situated around the
modern cities of Boston and Salem.

Massachusetts Bay Colony

Colonies

1 8
You are supposed to fill bags, each with .3
kilograms of salt.  If you start out with 8
kilograms of salt, how many bags can you
completely fill?

2 6

Packaging Problems

1 9
What kind of reasoning is illustrated in this
example?
  You know there are 200 black or white marbles
  in a bag.  You randomly pull out five of them
  and find that there are four black and one
  white marble in the sample.  You conclude
  there are probably 40 white and 160 black
  marbles in the bag.

induction (inductive reasoning)

Logic

2 0
The name of what apparatus used in ceramics is an
anagram for "link"?

k i l n

Ceramics
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2 1
What is the abbreviation for the part of a hospital
that is most likely to provide immediate care for
someone who has been bitten by a snake, involved
a car accident, or taken an overdose of a drug?

ER (ED, A&E)

Hospitals

2 2
When attempting to push a crate across the floor,
what happens if the force of friction is greater
than the force of motion?

The crate does not move.

Force

2 3
What weapon developed during the Crusades was a
sophisticated bow and arrow held horizontally and
fired by means of a trigger?

crossbow

Weapons

2 4
Amorphous gem material includes jet, amber, and
what hard, smooth, yellowish-white substance
from the dentin of creatures such as walruses and
elephants?

ivory

Gems

2 5
Who is the central character in the musical
featuring these songs?
  Ugg-a-Wugg
  Wendy
  I Won't Grow Up
  Pirate Song

Peter Pan

Musicals

2 6
What kind of creatures are these literary
characters?
  Basil of Baker Street, Frankie and Benjy,
  Desperaux Tilling, Geronimo Stilton, Algernon,
  Bianca and Bernard, Mrs. Frisby

mice

Mammals in Literature

2 7
When an abbreviation followed by a period comes
at the end of a sentence, how many periods should
there be?

one

Abbreviation Punctuation

2 8
What code of conduct required medieval knights to
be gallant, courteous, honorable, loyal, and
generous?

chivalry

Medieval Codes

2 9
The epipelagic or euphotic zone of the oceans
receives enough of what to support
photosynthesis?

sunlight (light)

Ocean Zones

3 0
The four Chinese inventions that had significant
impacts on Western culture include paper,
printing from movable type, the compass, and
what propellant?

gunpowder (black powder)

Inventions
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3 1
In the Middle Ages, what was the name for the
underground chambers used to house prisoners?

dungeons

Medieval Confinement

3 2
What are the two possible superlative forms of the
adverb "safely"?

most safely, least safely

Adverbs

3 3
This is from what British science fiction work?
  On Earth, man had always assumed that he was
  more intelligent than dolphins because he had
  achieved so much - the wheel, New York, wars,
  and so on - whilst all the dolphins had ever
  done was muck about in the water having a
  good time.  But conversely, the dolphins had
  always believed that they were far more
  intelligent than man for the same reasons.

The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy

Science Fiction

3 4
What is the phrase for the claustrophobic reaction
that sometimes occurs when people are confined to
a small, remote dwelling for an extended period?

cabin fever

Psychological Reactions

3 5
What two states border Florida?

Georgia, Alabama

State Borders

3 6
What kind of thinking is illustrated in this
sequence of thoughts?
  All feathered bipeds are birds.
  The great auk was a bird.
  So, the great auk was a feathered biped.

deduction (deductive reasoning)

Thinking

3 7
The major jet streams on Earth generally flow
toward what cardinal direction?

east

Air Currents

3 8
These lyrics are from a ballad about what part of
the United Kingdom?
  Ye Highlands, and ye Lawlands,
    Oh where have you been?
  They have slain the Earl of Murray
    And they layd him on the green.

Scotland

Ballads

3 9
Since 1960, the U.S. has maintained a trade
boycott against what Caribbean country?

Cuba

Boycotts

4 0
In lowest terms, the duration of a senatorial term
is what fraction of a century?

3 / 5 0

Terms of Office
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1
What western U.S. state borders six states and a
Canadian province?

Idaho

State Geography

2
The Luftwaffe was the German equivalent of what
modern American military service?

U.S. Air Force

Nazi Germany

3
What is 202 to the 2nd power?

40 ,804

Squaring

4
Chlorofluorocarbons contain carbon, chlorine, and
what other element?

fluorine

Chemical Compounds

5
What character created by Jerry Spinelli can
untie any knot, is allergic to pizza, hits lots of
home runs, runs everywhere he goes, and is blind
to racial distinctions?

Maniac Magee

Fictional Characters

6
In the 18th and 19th centuries, the region around
what sea produced some 90 percent of Western
Europe's sugar?

Caribbean Sea

Agricultural Geography

7
What gravitationally bound systems in the
universe contain vast, varying numbers of
planets, stars, star systems, gases, dust, and
varieties of interstellar clouds?

galaxies

The Universe

8
"Revile not things beyond your reach" is the moral
to an Aesop fable which includes what small
carnivorous mammal as the central character?

fox

Fables

9
What unit of volunteers in the Spanish-American
War, commanded by Leonard Wood and Theodore
Roosevelt, got its name from a show entitled
"Buffalo Bill's Wild West and Congress of Rough
Riders of the World"?

Rough Riders

Cavalry Units

1 0
The first modern Olympiad began in January of
1896 and ended on the last day of what year?

1 8 9 9

Olympiads
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1 1
Name the second-lightest gas.

helium

Gases

1 2
What is the area of a square with a perimeter of
24 centimeters?

36 square centimeters

Squares

1 3
The settlement of New Orleans was named for a
town in what European country?

France

18th-Century Louisiana

1 4
In 1979, militants seized the American embassy
in what Mideast country?

Iran

Mideast History

1 5
What common meteorologycal phenomenon is the
most dramatic natural occurrence of a static
discharge?

lightning

Electricity

1 6
What structure in your body consists of more than
30 bones held together by muscles, tendons, and
ligaments and cushioned by shock-absorbing
discs?

spine (vertebral column)

Body Parts

1 7
The Great Lakes lie on which of the world's great
plates?

North American plate

Plate Tectonics

1 8
Albuquerque, New Mexico, and El Paso, Texas, are
located adjacent to what river?

Rio Grande

U.S. Rivers

1 9
The longest shadow will be cast by a flagpole when
the angle between it and the light source is how
many degrees?

9 0

Shadows

2 0
Actually, pure water is not colorless.  If you look
through a long column of water, it has a slight tint
of what color?

blue

Water
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2 1
What word completes this line by Bernard Baruch
that illustrates parallel structure?
  Those who mind don't matter and
  those who matter don't ...

mind

Wri t ing

2 2
The name for what kind of bottomland is part of
Francis Marion's nickname?

swamp

Revolutionary Nicknames

2 3
What is another name for cold sores?

fever blisters (herpes)

Infection Synonyms

2 4
If the fourth Olympic games were held in 764
B.C., in what year were the first Olympic games
held?

776 B.C.

Olympics

2 5
What device invented by the Greeks has been
adapted to such purposes as aircraft launching,
clay-pigeon throwing, and pumpkin chunking?

catapult

History of Technology

2 6
New Haven and Hartford were the earliest
settlements in what American colony?

Connecticut

Colonial Towns

2 7
A map scale indicates that 3/8 inch equals 100
miles.  What is the distance between two towns
that are 1 7/8 inches apart on the map?

500 miles

Map Scales

2 8
What is the term for two words that have different
meanings but the same spelling and
pronunciation?

homonyms

Linguistics

2 9
While most permafrost is located at high latitudes,
alpine permafrost may be found in much lower
latitudes at high what?

altitudes (elevations)

Frozen Soil

3 0
In the 15th century, Portuguese navigators used
the mariner's compass to tell direction and the
quadrant and astrolabe to get fixes on their ----
north or south of the equator.

latitude

Portuguese Explorers
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3 1
What is the cube of 12?

1 7 2 8

Cubes

3 2
What may form on the skin as a result of shingles,
frostbite, poison ivy, cold sores, friction, chicken
pox, sunburn, and dermatitis?

blisters

Skin Problems

3 3
During what century did Roger Williams found
Providence in Rhode Island?

17th century (1600s)

Colonial Towns

3 4
As a result of prolonged brain activity, the
condition in which brain cells become exhausted is
known as what kind of fatigue?

mental fatigue

Fatigue

3 5
What kind of energy is the source of the heat that
liquifies the rock that becomes lava?

geothermal energy

Energy

3 6
Some politicians will try to convince audiences
that they are just ordinary citizens like the rest
of us and their ideas are "of the people" by using
what propaganda technique?

plain folks

Advertising

3 7
What British Overseas Territory with an area of
2.6 square miles is located at the entrance to the
Mediterranean Sea?

Gibraltar

Terri tories

3 8
If all three angles in a triangle have different
measures, then what can be said of the sides of that
triangle?

They have different lengths.

Triangles

3 9
This is a stanza from a song featuring what
tropical fruit?
  Lift six foot, seven foot, eight foot bunch,
  Daylight come and me wan' go home
  Six foot, seven foot, eight foot bunch,
  Daylight come and me wan' go home.

bananas

Lyrics

4 0
Who is the protagonist in the "Inheritance Cycle"
of stories by Christopher Paolini about a young
farm boy who finds a mysterious stone that turns
out to be an egg from which the dragon Saphira
hatches?

Eragon

Fantasies
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* alt
In Norse mythology, who is the hammer-wielding,
humanity-protecting god?

Thor

Norse Myths

* alt
If the first Olympiad began in 776 B.C., in what
year was the tenth Olympiad?

740 B.C.

Olympic Games

* alt
In which novel by Rick Riordan do Percy Jackson
and his associates fight a final battle with Lord
Kronos in a war similar to the original conflict
between the Greek gods and the Titans?

The Last Olympian

Fantasies

* alt
Mountains block the passage of
precipitation-producing weather systems,
resulting in an area of dryness on their lee sides.
This is called what kind of shadow?

rain shadow

Meteorology

* alt
While carnivores are flesh-eating animals, how
are those birds classified that consume both plants
and insects?

omnivores

Animal Diets

* alt
These words indicate what American musical style
characterized by secular lyrics, a slow tempo, and
a color?
  sorrowfulness, melancholy, gloominess,
  dejection, woefulness, sadness

blues

Music Styles

* alt
Who wrote this poem?
  Now Chil the Kite brings home the night
  That Mang the Bat sets free,
  The herds are shut in byre and hut,
  For loosed till dawn are we.
  This is the hour of pride and power,
  Talon and tush and claw,
  Oh, hear the call!  Good hunting all
  That keep the Jungle Law.

Rudyard Kipling

Poems

* alt
In the fantasy by Suzanne Collins, Gregor the
Overlander and his sister fall into an underground
world called what?

Underland

Adventure Fantasies

* alt
Which phase of matter is the worst heat
conductor?

gas

Matter

* alt
What pronoun completes this limerick?
  I had a twin sister Marie,
  Who went off at a speed close to c.
    She came back one day
    In a relative way,
  And ended up younger than ...

me

Lightspeed Limericks
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1
What notable line of latitude runs through Gabon,
the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Uganda,
Lake Victoria, Kenya, Somalia, Indonesia, the
Karimata Strait, Indonesia, the Molucca Sea,
Brazil, Colombia, and Ecuador?

equator

Latitude

2
In what line of work are these fictional
characters?
  Billy Bones
  Jack Sparrow
  Captain Blood
  Long John Silver

piracy

Shared Occupations

3
These are memorable lines from speeches given by
whom?
  -Never was so much owed by so many to so few
  -Blood, toil, tears, and sweat
  -We shall fight on the beaches

Winston Churchill

Speeches

4
What one gas comprises over three quarters of
Earth's atmosphere?

nitrogen

The Atmosphere

5
What kind of ink is named for the subcontinent of
Asia south of the Himalayas?

India ink

Drawing Materials

6
Name the two largest countries through which the
Arctic Circle passes.

Canada, Russia

Latitudes

7
What is the name for a musical interval from
middle C to the next higher C?

octave

Music Intervals

8
Ancient megaliths are structures or monuments
built of what?

stones (large stones, large rocks)

Archaeology

9
What are these?
  Namib
  Gibson
  Kalahari
  Mojave
  Great Sandy

deserts

Landforms

1 0
Name the landmass beneath relatively shallow
water that extends from the edge of a continent.

continental shelf

Ocean Margins
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1 1
In the late 19th century, a German count
pioneered the development of what kind of rigid
airship?

zeppelin

Aviation

1 2
In relation to computer keyboards, what letter
comes next in this series?
  Q  W  E  R  T  ...

Y

Keyboards

1 3
Often when people awaken, they find dried
secretions in the corners of their eyes.  What is
the slang name for this eye discharge?

sleep (rheum, eye boogers, eye pus)

Eye Gunk

1 4
What point of view is a narrator employing when
he uses pronouns such as me, mine, myself, and I?

first person

Points of View

1 5
What term for a classical musical composition is
hidden in the word "octopus"?

opus

Classical Music

1 6
The ocular lens in a microscope is marked 12x and
the total magnifying power of the instrument is
360x.  What is the power of the objective lens?

3 0 x

Microscopes

1 7
What kind of simple machine is illustrated by the
human arm, tongs, a broom, or a shovel?

lever

Machines

1 8
What is a synonym for "drypainting," which
involves pouring colored sands onto a surface to
produce an image or pattern?

sandpainting

Art Forms

1 9
In the first half of the 19th century, what group
of Americans could be awarded as prizes in
raffles, wagered in gambling, offered as security
for loans, and transferred as gifts from one person
to another?

slaves

Population Subgroups

2 0
The name for what astronomical theory was
derived from the Greek words "helios" for "sun"
and "kentron" for "center"?

heliocentrism (heliocentric)

Astro Etymology
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2 1
What kind of object in space is described as a dirty
snowball?

comet

Space Objects

2 2
Which of the Axis Powers in World War II
employed banzai charges as one of its tactics?

Japan

Military Attacks

2 3
What kind of triangle has no line of symmetry?

scalene

Symmetry

2 4
In conifers, male cones release what powderlike
substance that is carried by the wind to female
cones?

pollen

Trees

2 5
What kind of quadrilateral has exactly two lines of
symmetry?

rectangle (or rhombus, isosceles

Symmetry

2 6
Name the ability of a substance to dissolve in a
solvent to form a solution.

solubil i ty

Physical Properties

2 7
What natural phenomenon that caused the
destruction of the Colossus of Rhodes also
triggered the tsunami that destroyed much of
Fukushima in 2011?

earthquake

Calamities

2 8
A compressible medium is necessary for you to
detect the stimuli that produce what sensation?

sound

Sensation

2 9
What term for a period of isolation for disease
prevention was derived from the Latin word,
"quaranta," meaning "forty"?

quarantine

Medical Etymology

3 0
"The High King" is the last in what series of
fantasies by Lloyd Alexander?

Chronicles of Prydain

Fantasies
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3 1
Driver gear A with a 2-inch diameter drives gear
B with a 3-inch diameter which in turn drives
gear C with a 4-inch diameter.  Which gear turns
the slowest?

gear C

Gear Trains

3 2
These are symbols for what?
  Mg, Ne, Au, Pb, Cs, Li

elements

Substances

3 3
In 1800, when the seat of U.S. government was
being transferred to Washington D.C., legislation
appropriated $5000 "for the purchase of such
books as may be necessary for the use" of the
legislative branch.  What institution was thus
established?

Library of Congress

Early Federal Programs

3 4
For the Romans, Libertas was the goddess of what?

liberty (freedom)

Roman Myths

3 5
What class of animals ranges in size from a tiny
gecko only 0.7 of an inch long to the saltwater
crocodile which can reach up to 20 feet in length?

reptiles

Wildl i fe

3 6
The name for what metallic element was derived
from the Spanish word "platina"?

platinum

Element Etymology

3 7
People of what ancient civilization figured out how
to mix sulfur, saltpeter, and charcoal to make a
propellant?

China

Inventions

3 8
Atolls consist mainly of what rocklike deposits
from marine polyps?

coral

Maritime Landforms

3 9
In a letter to the Boston Committee of
Correspondence, Samuel Adams wrote these words
which are similar to those found in what later
document?
  Among the natural rights of Colonists
  are these:  First, a right to life; Secondly,
  to liberty; Thirdly, to property; together
  with the right to support and defend them
  in the best manner they can.

Declaration of Independence

Colonial Documents

4 0
What is the only prime number which is one less
than a perfect square?

3

Numbers
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1
What term for an optical phenomenon that creates
the illusion of water was derived from the same
root word in "mirror"?

mirage

Optics

2
What metal has been located in major
concentrations in the Witwatersrand District of
South Africa, the Porcupine District in Ontario,
the Yukon District of Alaska, and the Mother Lode
District of California?

gold

Minerals

3
In what state is the Lost Dutchman gold mine
supposedly located?

Arizona

Gold Mines

4
In support of the Declaration of Independence, the
signers pledged their fortunes, their sacred
honor, and what else?

their lives

The Declaration

5
What is the first preposition in "America the
Beautiful"?

f o r

Prepositions

6
In what category of novels is the focus on solving a
theft, kidnapping, murder, or some other crime?

mystery

Novels

7
Through the process of methanogenesis,
microorganisms produce what combustible gas?

methane

Gases

8
In Great Britain, what representative assembly
limits the governmental power of the monarch?

Parliament

British Government

9
In the Harry Potter series, what village founded
by the medieval wizard Hengist of Woodcroft is
situated northwest of Hogwarts School of
Witchcraft and Wizardry?

Hogsmeade

Fictional Villages

1 0
What obvious structures on insects are used to
detect odors?

antennae

Insect Organs
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1 1
What was the title of an artisan in the colonial
period who built and repaired wheels?

wheelwright

Colonial Trades

1 2
Theodore Roosevelt was instrumental in
encouraging what province of Colombia to rebel
and become independent?

Panama

Latin American Relations

1 3
What two words should have been used in this
l ine?
  We went to a giant apartment store
  to buy a new eclectic blanket.

department, electric

Malapropisms

1 4
Large numbers of deaths by hyperthermia may be
caused by a prolonged period of excessively high
temperatures known as what kind of wave?

heat wave

Extreme Weather

1 5
What was the language of the Roman Empire?

Latin

Ancient Rome

1 6
Name the process encompassing the mechanical
and chemical breakdown of food into components
that are readily absorbed into the bloodstream.

digestion

Life Processes

1 7
What is the colloquial name for a period in Earth's
history called a glacial age?

ice age

Planetary History

1 8
What is the largest byproduct of the desalination
process?

salt

Byproducts

1 9
On a musical scale, if the interval from C to G is a
called a fifth, what is the term for the interval
from E to A?

fourth

Music Intervals

2 0
Which branch of American government is
bicameral?

legislative branch (Congress)

American Government
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2 1
What term for Russians in a certain profession
was derived from the Greek words "nautes"
meaning "sailor" and "kosmos" meaning
"universe"?

cosmonaut

Russian Etymology

2 2
In a competition involving 35 fishermen, 15 of
them caught an average of 81 fish while the rest
caught an average of 60.  What is the average
number of fish caught by all the participants?

6 9

Fishing Calculations

2 3
An extensive part of what Western European
nation was formerly a vast alluvial plain prone to
frequent flooding before its inhabitants built a
system of embankments to protect the reclaimed
land from storm surges and high tides?

Netherlands

European Development

2 4
Name the kind of celestial bodies that are most
numerous in the region between the orbits of Mars
and Jupiter.

asteroids

Celestial Bodies

2 5
What is the common phrase for the friction acting
on an object moving through the atmosphere?

air resistance (drag)

Friction

2 6
During their 340 days aboard the International
Space Station, two astronauts witnessed more than
5,400 sunrises.  A person on Earth would need
about how many years to see that many sunrises?

1 5

Astronomical Math

2 7
Who is the king indicated in this letter from the
Jamestown colony in 1616?
  Being in Virginia and taken prisoner by the
  power of their chief king, I received from this
  great savage his most dear and well-beloved
  daughter called Pocahontas.

Powhatan

Colonial Missives

2 8
In what novel does Finn Learson show up on Black
Ness Island, claiming to be the sole survivor of a
shipwreck, before it is revealed that he is actually
the Great Selkie?

A Stranger Came Ashore

Novels

2 9
Who is the central character in the poem from
which these lines were taken?
  I, said the Rook, with my little book.
  I, said the Lark, if it's not in the dark.
  I, said the Dove, I mourn for my love.
  I, said the Thrush, as she sat on a bush.

Cock Robin

Poems

3 0
Correct this sentence.
  He couldn't scarcely put his eggs in one basket.

could scarcely ...

Negatives
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3 1
A large pile of compost can smolder and burn on
its own due to what kind of combustion?

spontaneous combustion

Compost Hazards

3 2
Sergei Prokofiev composed what ballet based on a
fairy tale about a young oppressed woman who
suddenly and unexpectedly achieves a full life as
the wife of a prince?

Cinderella

Ballets

3 3
What adjective indicates a lens with a depressed
surface?

concave

Optics

3 4
In a four-gear system, where gear #1 drives gear
#2 which drives gear #3 which drives gear #4,
if gear #1 rotates in a clockwise direction, in
what clock direction does gear #4 rotate?

counterclockwise

Gear Trains

3 5
What adverb is missing in these idioms?
  ---- of hand
  ---- of pocket
  ---- of sorts
  ---- of sight
  ---- of turn
  ---- of work
  ---- of order

out

Idiomatic Adverbs

3 6
What American army participated in these
battles?
  Battle of Brandywine
  Battle of Monmouth
  Siege of Charleston
  Battle of Cowpens
  Battle of Princeton
  Siege of Yorktown

Continental Army

Armies

3 7
What term formerly associated with a brand of
canned meat has come to indicate unsolicited
email?

spam

High Tech Trash

3 8
A rectangular field is 75 meters long and 15
meters wide.  If you run around it three times,
how far do you run?

540 meters

Rectangles

3 9
This tale is about what fabulous lake of the Pacific
Northwest?
  The Klamath people tell of a great battle
  between Llao who ruled the Below World and
  Skell who ran the Above World.  During the
  battle, Llao stood on Mt. Mazama and Skell
  threw rocks and flames.  Then Mt. Mazama
  collapsed and rain filled the remaining
  depression.

Crater Lake

Legendary Lakes

4 0
The homelands of the Lapps are in the region of the
Kola Peninsula in Russia and in the northern parts
of three other countries.  Name any of those.

Sweden, Norway, Finland

Peoples
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* alt
In electronics, what is another name for a
nonconductor?

insulator

Electricity

* alt
What is the adjective clause in this?
  Lulu Luellen had lived her entire life
  in the house where she was born.

where she was born

Clauses

* alt
What 16th-century conquistador overthrew
Montezuma II?

Hernando Cortes

Emperors

* alt
What is the term for the kind of signaling device
such as a lighthouse on a coast or a radio
transmitter that emits a guidance signal for
aircraft at an airport?

beacon

Signals

* alt
What tough, inelastic, fibrous tissue is affected by
someone with Achilles tendinitis?

tendon

Tissues

* alt
In the 18th and 19th centuries, a primary
incentive for settling Australia was to establish
penal colonies there to relieve the crowded
prisons of what European country?

England (Britain)

Penal Sites

* alt
In what state of matter are most solvents?

liquid

Solvents

* alt
What story by Patricia MacLachlan ends with the
news that Jacob Witting and Sarah Wheaton are to
be married?

Sarah, Plain and Tall

Novels

* alt
Jefferson Davis was the first president of the
Confederate States of America.  Who was the last?

Jefferson Davis

Presidents

* alt
In ceramics, heating an object to a specific
temperature is called what?

f i r i ng

Ceramics
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1
What occupation was shared by these people?
  Jedediah Smith, Liver-Eating Johnson,
  James Beckwourth, John Astor, John Colter,
  John Fremont, Jim Bridger

trapping (guiding)

Frontier Folks

2
What is the highest political office to which the
architect of Monticello was elected?

U.S. president

Architects

3
A type of skin condition is included in what slang
phrase for an abrasion caused by falling off a
bicycle and sliding along the pavement?

road rash

Injur ies

4
These are examples of what form of wordplay?
  orators hate - a sore throat.
  conversation - voices rant on
  sweep the floor - too few helpers
  astronomers - no more stars

anagrams

Wordplay

5
Membranophones belong to what group of musical
instruments?

percussion

Instruments

6
This quote is found in a letter from the publisher
of what fantasy?
  I have just taken on a novel about rabbits,
  one of them with extra-sensory perception.
  Do you think I'm mad?

Watership Down

Publisher Quotations

7
What Middle Ages combat involved mounted
horsemen carrying long blunt lances?

jousting (joust, tilting)

Medieval Games

8
What term in the official U.S. Air Force song
means "the far distance"?

yonder

Military Songs

9
What broad category of rock is most abundant in
the Badlands of South Dakota, Carlsbad Caverns in
New Mexico, and Bryce Canyon in Utah?

sedimentary rock

Petrology

1 0
Panama came into existence after its revolt
against what country?

Colombia

Revolts
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1 1
There are five angles around a point.  What is the
fifth angle if the others measure 63, 75, 50, and
110 degrees?

62 degrees

Angles

1 2
These are parts of what tract in the body?
  nares, epiglottis, trachea, larynx,
  bronchi, bronchioles, alveolar sacs

respiratory tract

Anatomy

1 3
What term meaning a sunrise applies to natural,
colorful nighttime displays of light that are most
common in high latitude regions?

aurora

Fantastic Displays

1 4
You have twelve nickels and some dimes, which
gives you exactly enough money to buy two
bobble-head auks for 95 cents each.  How many
dimes do you have?

1 3

Money Problems

1 5
What type of geological activity produced the
Samoan Islands?

vulcanism (volcanoes)

Samoa

1 6
What is the traditional name for indigenous
Australians?

Aborigines (Aboriginals)

Peoples Down Under

1 7
What is the term for the process or purpose of
making potable water from seawater?

desalination

Technology

1 8
Jefferson Davis Bussey is the protagonist in what
novel by Harold Keith which is partly about Stand
Watie, the actual Cherokee leader and Confederate
brigadier general who was the last general to
surrender in the Civil War?

Rifles for Watie

Historical Novels

1 9
The first institutions among the American colonies
for maintaining communication with one another
were called committees of what?

correspondence

Colonial America

2 0
Jose de San Martin was an important leader in
South America's struggle for independence from
what empire?

Spanish Empire

South American History
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2 1
On a compass, what is the number of degrees
between headings of NNW and WSW?

90 (or 270)

Compass Readings

2 2
These are characteristics of what metal?
  No word rhymes with its name.
  It is the most reflective element.
  It was among the first 5 metals to be isolated.
  It exists in its native state.
  It is the best conductor of the elements.
  It is the second most ductile element.

s i lver

Metals

2 3
What region of Europe is especially associated
with folklore about trolls?

Scandinavia (northern Europe)

Folklore

2 4
These are characteristics of what creatures
created by H.G. Wells?
  -descended from humans
  -suited to a subterranean habitat
  -ape-like with large eyes and grey fur
  -no melanin in their skin

Morlocks

Fictional Creatures

2 5
Very fine, fairly uniform, light precipitation that
is stronger than mist but less than a shower is
called what?

drizzle

Precipitation

2 6
Name a synonym for "wetlands" that begins with
the letter "m".

mire, moor, marsh, muskeg

Wetlands

2 7
How many wounds are typically produced by the
bite of a pit viper?

2

Bites

2 8
Spell the term for an affirmative vote that is a
homonym for the organ of vision.

aye

Voting

2 9
The unbroken line of authority that extends
through all levels of an organization from the
highest to the lowest is called the chain of what?

command

Authority

3 0
The Gobi Desert covers parts of China and what
other country?

Mongolia

Deserts
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3 1
What is the probability of a 100-year flood
occuring in any given year?

1% (1 in 100)

Floods

3 2
What provides the centripetal force for satellites
orbiting the Earth?

gravity

Force

3 3
This describes the circumstances that led to what
book?
  Elsa came into the lives of George and Joy
  Adamson in 1956 with her two sisters, Big One
  and Lustica, when George was forced to kill
  their mother during one of his game drives.

Born Free

Nonfiction

3 4
Name the device consisting of two or more pulleys
between a continuous loop of material that moves
items along a factory floor or transports bulk
materials such as ores, grain, and coal.

conveyor belt

Materials Handling

3 5
What kind of cable transmits data by means of
bundles of thin glass strands?

fiber optics

Optics

3 6
Which is the largest of the terrestrial planets in
our solar system?

Earth

Planets

3 7
What is the term for the rhythmic expansion of
arteries caused by the increase in blood pressure
with each beat of the heart?

pulse

The Circulatory System

3 8
Loretta is four times as old as Louie.  If the sum of
their ages is 40, how old is Louie?

8

Age Problems

3 9
In 1816, what kind of boat began making round
trips between New Orleans and Louisville,
Kentucky, cutting the travel time upstream to a
quarter of that required by poled barges or
sail-driven keelboats?

steamboat (paddle, stern or side wheeler)

Boats

4 0
What kind of heat transfer can only occur within
an object or between two objects that are in
contact with each other?

conduction

Heat Transfer
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1
These poems all concern what war?
  The Concord Hymn
  Arnold's Departure
  Bunker Hill
  The Green Mountain Boys

American Revolution

Poems

2
These people were particularly skilled in what
field?
  Pappy Boyington
  Wrong Way Corrigan
  Lone Eagle
  The Red Baron

aviation (flying, piloting)

People and Professions

3
This is the opening line of what novel by Ian
Fleming?
  Most motorcars are conglomerations (this is
  a long word for bundles) of steel and wire and
  rubber and plastic and electricity and oil and
  gasoline and water, and the toffee papers
  you pushed down the crack in the back seat
  last Sunday.

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang

Novels

4
This verse from a ballad is about what character
in the Robin Hood legends?
  Tho he was called Little, his limbs
    they were large,
  And his stature was seven foot high;
  Wherever he came, they quaked at his name,
  For soon he would make them to fly.

Little John

Legendary Ballads

5
The adverb "amok" is nearly always used in a
phrase with what verb?

r u n

Limited Use Words

6
What kind of Native American dwellings
characterize Mesa Verde and Canyon de Chelly
national parks?

cliff dwellings (or pueblos)

Dwellings

7
In the U.S., states express their preferences for
national political candidates either through
primary elections or through what kinds of
meetings?

caucuses

Elections

8
What condition results from a diet in which either
the nutrients consumed are insufficient or they
are so plentiful that they cause health problems?

malnutrit ion

Body Conditions

9
The short prelude to the U.S. Constitution is known
as what kind of introduction?

preamble

The Constitution

1 0
In the Southern Hemisphere, the summer solstice
occurs between the 20th and 23rd of what month?

December

Solstices
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1 1
The name of what common fossil comes from the
Greek word, "trilobos," meaning "three-lobed"?

tr i lobi te

Fossils

1 2
What is the fourth proportional given these first
three terms?
  6, 10, 48

8 0

Proportionals

1 3
What captain says this in a French novel?
  Strike, mad vessel!  Shower your useless shot!
  And then, you will not escape the spur of the
  Nautilus.

Captain Nemo

Captain's Quotations

1 4
Name the land deal, consummated in 1853,
through which the U.S. acquired border territory
from Mexico for $10 million.

Gadsden Purchase

Territorial Expansion

1 5
In the Old West, what would your profession be
called if you wandered about remote areas,
panning streambeds and examining outcrops for
signs of mineralization?

prospector

Old West Work

1 6
The ratio of men to women in a subway car is 5 to
2.  If there are 28 people in the car, how many
men are there?

2 0

Ratios

1 7
Pirates said that what kind of men tell no tales?

dead men

Pirate Talk

1 8
What title was shared by these Mongol rulers?
  Batu, Uzbeg, Urus, Chatagai, Kublai, Genghis

khan

Asian Rulers

1 9
Copper has a reddish color because it absorbs what
colors?

all colors that are not reddish

Absorption

2 0
According to the Italian proverb, those who sleep
with dogs will rise with what?

fleas

Dog Proverbs
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2 1
In the novel, "A Wrinkle in Time," three children
are transported through space and time by means
of a fifth-dimensional phenomenon called a what?

tesseract

Science Fiction

2 2
Because the density of pure ice is about 920
kilograms per cubic meter and that of seawater is
about 1025 kilograms per cubic meter, to the
nearest tenth, what fraction of the volume of an
iceberg is under water?

9/10 (.9 or 90%)

Iceberg Math

2 3
The Monroe Doctrine addressed interference in the
affairs of the nations of what hemisphere?

Western Hemisphere

Presidential Doctrines

2 4
The longest day in the Southern Hemisphere
occurs on what day of the year?

December 21 (accept 20, 22, or 23)

Long Days

2 5
The respiratory system depends on proper
functioning of what muscle?

diaphragm

Respiration

2 6
The arenas were the centers of what ancient
Roman structures in which spectacles of various
kinds were held?

amphitheaters

Ancient Spectacles

2 7
Spell the homograph that can either mean "to rip"
or "a drop of water from the eye".

tear

Homographs

2 8
What property of matter permits some light to
pass through it but not enough to see distinct
images through it?

translucence

Physical Properties

2 9
This dialogue is from what kind of play?
  Landlord:  You must pay the rent!
  Mother: I can't pay the rent!
  Daughter: I'll pay the rent!
  Mother: No!  You shant pay the rent!
  Hero: Stop!  I'll pay the rent!
  Landlord: Curses! Foiled again!
  Daughter: My hero!

melodrama

Dialogue

3 0
What is the term for the first performance of a
play or the first day of an art exhibition?

opening

Firsts
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3 1
Ancient Greek monumental sculptures were carved
primarily from what metamorphic rock?

marble

Sculpture

3 2
Tao is what kind of cat in Shelia Burnford's story,
"The Incredible Journey"?

Siamese cat

Literary Cats

3 3
Name both South American countries with names
beginning with "P".

Peru, Paraguay

South America

3 4
What kind of flying object has two or more airfoil
wings arranged so that its spinning through the
air creates unbalanced aerodynamic forces that
cause it to travel an elliptical path back to its
point of launch.

boomerang

Identified Flying Objects

3 5
In various stories, these are names of what kind of
animals?
  Gub-Gub, Hen-Wen, Freddie, Wilbur, Babe

pigs

Animals in Literature

3 6
If p = 2 and q = 1/2, then p(4-q) equals what?

7

Algebra

3 7
"Pro" is to argue for as what term is to argue
against?

con

Argument

3 8
The two main structural axes of a vascular plant
are the root and what other?

stem

Plant Anatomy

3 9
An animal with the scientific name Giraffa
camelopardalis belongs to what genus?

Giraffa

Taxonomy

4 0
In 2015, resulting from an enormous earthquake,
the height of what Himalayan mountain decreased
from 29,029 feet to about 29,028 feet and 11
inches?

Mt. Everest

Massive Minute Changes
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* alt
By the 1830s, America had a complete canal water
route from New York City to New Orleans, and by
1840, over 3000 miles of canals had been built.
But, within 20 years, most of these became
unprofitable because canals had been replaced by
what other mode of transportation?

railroad

Transportation

* alt
What meek and comfort-loving hobbit became the
unwilling heir to a magical ring forged by the Lord
of Darkness?

Frodo

Fantasies

* alt
These are examples of what?
  Arial 12 point bold
  Times New Roman 10 point italic

fonts

Graphic Arts

* alt
At least how many tons of water must a
40,000-ton ship displace to remain afloat?

40,000 tons

Displacement

* alt
What European country is bordered by the
Netherlands, Germany, France, and the English
Channel?

Belgium

European Borders

* alt
What is the common difference in this sequence?
  20, 17, 14, 11, 8, ...

- 3

Sequences

* alt
Name the six-pointed star symbolic of Judaism.

Star of David

Symbols

* alt
Land in what two U.S. states was augmented by the
Gadsden Purchase?

Arizona, New Mexico

U.S. Expansion

* alt
At room temperature, only about .02 grams of
nitrogen and .04 grams of oxygen will dissolve in
a liter of water.  Because 1.7 grams of it will
dissolve in water under the same conditions, what
other gas is used in soft drinks?

carbon dioxide

Soluble Gases

* alt
This describes a scene in what war?
  Of the Senate house, the U.S. president's
  palace, the barracks, and the dockyard,
  nothing could be seen except heaps of
  smoking ruins.

War of 1812

American Wars


